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I PRESIDE.NT'S 
REORGANIZATION 
PROJECT WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

THE PRZSiDb.NT HAS SEEN. 

Meeting on Education Reorganization 
Monday, November 28 

2 : 3 0 p . m. ( 3 0 minutes ) 
The Cabinet Room 

FROM: Jim Mcintyre 

I. Purpose 

To present issues and recommended action on education 
organization. Supporting memorandum and ba·ckground papers 
were transmitted Wednesday, November 23rd. 

II. Partic~pants 

A. Executive Committee 

The Vice President 
Alan Campbell 
Charles Schultze 
Dick Pettigrew 
Jim Mcintyre 

B. White House Staff 

Hamilton Jordan 
Jody Powell 
Stu Eizenstat 

C. OMB 

Harrison Wellford 
Peter S.zanton 
Pat Gwaltney 

D. Other 

Joe. Califano 
Fred Bohen (HEW) 

EDectrostatlc Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 

Jack Watson 
Frank Moore 
Robert Lipschutz 
Bert Carp 

William Hawley 
Peter Petkas 
Whitney Shoemaker 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT • OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 



THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVI·SERS 

WASHINGl'ON 

November 28, 1977 

MEMORANDUl-1. FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: Charlie Schultze& t.-5 

Subject: OMB Reorganization Program for Education 

L I agree with the Reorganization Committee's conclusion 
that the creation of a narrowly based Department of Education 
is an unattractive alternative. It would not accomplish any 
of the educational goals set by the Reorganization.Committee. 
Many of the budgetary tradeoffs between health, education 
and welfare now made by the HEW Secretary would be shifted 
up to the President. The creation of a narrowly focused 
department would probably lead to more advocacy, within the 
Administration, of various new Federal grant programs for 
particular educational purposes. 

2. A broadly based Department of Education, OMB's 
second option, could take two forms: (i) the new department 
could include the training programs of the Department of 
Labor under CETA legislation:; or. (ii) tho.se programs may be 
left in the Department of Labor .. 

If consolidation is undertaken without the training 
programs, this option has no readily apparent advantages 
over the third option in the memo,-- the strengthening of 
the Education Division within DHEW. Moreover, like the 
first option, this option increases the visibility and 
number of is·sues that would have to be resolved at the 
Presidential level without any offsetting benefits beyond 
those in the option of a strengthened Educa.tion Division. 

If the CETA training programs were included in a broad 
based Department of Education, however, the transfer might 
compound the very problem it is trying to solve. While 
there is a need to improve the transition from school to 
work, placing DOL's training programs in a Department of 
Education will split the government's manpower programs 
and make many of our potential employment and training 
policies difficult to undertake. There are two reasons: 
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First, it would create two very distinct employment 
and training efforts in two dif.ferent departments. 
By leaving the direct job creation programs (public 
service employment) in the Department of Labor 
and the training programs in a Department of 
Education, any coordination or tradeoffs which 
are now possible between the two approaches will 
be eliminated. 

Second, and.more importantly, without any direct 
ties to labor organizations and the business 
community, the Department of Education is in a 
poor position to get political support for innovative 
programs involving private industry initia.tives 
and on-the-job training for youth. Without these 
ties, a Department of Education probably will 
rely much more heavily on institutional training 
instead of on-the-job training. Conversely, 
without jurisdiction of training programs, the 
Department of Labor is likely to be.come a one-
sided advocate of public service employment programs. 
Dividing responsibility for manpower programs 
between one department which concentrates on 
training and another which concentrates on direct 
jobs is almost .bound to make for bad programs and 
administration .• 

Given these considerations, Option 3, the strengthening 
of the Education Division within DHEW, seems pre£erable. I 
have no strong feeling as to how consolidation with other 
human service activities should be conducted, but certainly 
much more coordination is imperative. 
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PERSONAL AND QOUF!rJflU'i'IA!s 

TO: 

F-ROM: 

RE! 

PRESIDENT CARTER 

HAMILTON JORDAN 11-9 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

-

I hope that you will have time to briefly review the 

memorandum I Submitted about the Department of Education 

almost two months ago. It makes most of the arguments 

that I feel are important. 

After reading the OMB and HEW memoranda, I only have 

several thoughts: 

1. I see no reason to delay a decision on this matter. 

It has been studied for almost a year now. You have 

had to make decisions on more complex issues already 



this year (B-1, energy, social security, SALT II, etc.) 

and I see little benefit to de£erring this one longer. 

The longer you wait the more it will appea_r that you 

succumbed to political pressure (if you favor the 

separate department) or you are avoiding making an un

pleasant decision that violates a campaign promise 

(if·you ultimately decide to keep things as they are). 

2. Let's be fair with our friends the teachers. They 

have been. good. to us and should ·know where we stand on 

this issue of importance to them. If you decide to go 

against the separate department, you should bring them 

in and tell them about it. The worst thing we could 

do would be to seek some middle course that fails to 

live up to our campaign commitment but that we claim 

fulfills it. 

3. Implied in the argument against the separate dep

artment is that education is not important enough to 

require the personal attention of the President. There 

are few things in this world that are more important to 



the people of our country than seeing that their 

children get a decent education. The HEW and OMB 

studies both contain data that suggest the quality of 

education in this country has declifted in recent years. 

As an issue and problem,·education merits the attention 

of the President. 

4. The separate Department of Education was as ex

plicit campaign promise made repeatedly by you. The 

bu~den of proof rests with those who oppose the separate 

department. They have not made a g.ood case against the 

separate department. At best, you can argue that a 

separate department is needed. At worst, you can say 

that a separate department is a close call and/or no 

improvement over the present structure. 
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National ScholastiL: Stauuarus 

1. There is growing public concern about the declining quality 
of education in the nation today. One in five American adults 
is functionally illiterate. Many high school graduates cannot 
read, write, or compute well enough to get and hold a decent 
job. 

2. A "back to basics" movement by dissatisfied parents is 
gaining momentum across the country. Hany parents and localities 
are starting to demand competency tests as a prerequisite for a 
high school diploma. A 1976 Gallup poll showed that 2 out of 
3 Americans favor a standard nationwide examination as a require
ment for high school graduation. 

3. To improve our educational sys tern, we must first kno\oJ where 
the problems are and have a basis for measuring progress. In 
this regard, we need to develop national scholast.ic standards 

. and tests in the basic skills--reading, writing and mathematics-
so that: 

a. Parents would be able to have their children tested 
against these standards at two year intervals throughout the 
student's elementary and secondary schooling. 

b. Parents would not have to wait until their children 
are about to graduate from high school before finding out how 
well they are mastering basic skills. 

_ c. Students who require additional instruction could be 
:~iden.tified and helped as their education proceeds . 

. 4. Setting standards for reading, writing and mathematics 
should not be difficult; what a student sh.ould be expecte.d to 
know of these basic skills should not differ greatly from one 
locality to another. Nor should it be difficult to devise 
tests against these standards which accurately measure student 
performance and still avoid "cultural bias." By focusing on 
the basic skills, there is n.o need to address more controver
sial issues which may better be decided locally, e.g., whether 
a student should know a se·cond language or be knowledgeable in 
such thing.s as black history. 

5. Many educators feel threatened by_ pr_oposals to develoo 
national scholastic standards. They consider it tacit acknow
ledgement that our educational system is deficient. Many also 
fear a system which would make teachers and schools accountable 
for th~ quality of their work. 

6. Other educators claim they support the development of 
scholastic standards and compet.ency-ba:sed tests but contend 
that the task should be left to individual states and 
localities, to preserve the tradition of local control of the 
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curriculum. However, some states and localities may not have 
the resources to develop and implement these standards and_ 
tests. Or, their efforts may be thwarted by those profess1onal 
educators who oppose them. 

7• Many states-and localities are developing competencr 
standards and tests. However, some of these tests are g1ven 
only at the high school level, when it may be too l~te to 
conduct effective remedial courses for those who fa1l. Many 
tests are being made ridiculously easy, so that an acceptable 
number of students will pass. 

8. If standards are to assist us in improving education, they 
must be tested against at regular interval~ and be b~sed o~ . 
the level of proficiency required to funct1on fully 1n soc1etr, 
not on what a given perc.entage of the current stud~nt populat1on 
rs-capable of achieving. Our goal should be to ra1se student 
achievement to meet the standard, not lower the standard to 
reflect the status quo. 

9. National scholastic standards and tests should be optional. 
In that way the Federal Government would not be interfering 
in the state control of schools. It is inconceivable that 
having yoluntary national scholastic standar~s and tests could 
in any way hurt the quality of our educational syste •. l. On 
the contrary, they should provide the basis for upgrading 
education, particularly in the case of the disadvantaged. 

10. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare opposes 
the. idea of national scholastic standards and tests, contending 
that the states should derive their own. ·The Department 
proposes t.o sponsor research into better methods of testing 
as a means of assisting the states in this effort. This 
means the job will never be done. 

11. Recommendations: 

_ a. Establish a panel of nationally prominent people to 
establish scholastic standards and te:Sts in reading, writin.g, 
and mathematics for 2nd, 4th, and 6th grades, etc., throughout 
the elementary and secondary school level. Dr. Abramowitz of 
your staff--or someone of similar dedication and competence-
should be put in charge of this effort. 

b. Make these standards and tests available for state's 
to adopt, reject, or modify as they see fit. 

c. Arrange for parents to have their children tested 
against these standards, at Federal expense if necessary, so 
they can find out how their children are doing. 

If a national panel is not feasible at this time, the National 
Science Foundation should be tasked to develop the standa.rds 
and tests under the supervision of the White House staff. 



THE SEC R E'TARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON·, D.C.20201 

November 26, 1977 

PERSONAL AND GOMFIBEN~IAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES !DENT 

FROM JOE CALIFANO ~t ~· 

My strong view that creation of a narrow Department 
of Education makes no sense from the viewpoint of the 
President or the school children the Department is designed 
to serve was formed long before you named me Secretary of 
HEW. My general view that a President needs .to consolidate 
rather than augment the number of departments and agencies 
reporting to him is expressed in a book I wrote that was 
published in 1975. It is consistent with your frequent 
statements during the campaign to the same effect. 

I recognize that you committed during the campaign to 
create a Department of Education -- but always in the 
context of consolidating the $25 billion of education 
programs scattered throughout the federal government (HEW's 
Education Division has only $10 billion of that $25 billion) 
and usually in the context of adding job training programs 
(largely from Labor and presumably from other departments as 
well) and some early childhood programs. Creation of a 
narrow Department of Education, j us·t including the E of HEW, 
does not fulfill that commitment. 

In all candor, as I see the ever-increasing difficulty 
of relatit1g programs one to the other -- for example, health 
and education to immunize children, the Milliken program -
I believe HEW is one of the few consolidated positions you 
have in the federal government. I think it would be tragic 
to give the interests of health, the aging and other 
client-oriented programs the centrifugal force they need to 
become separate departments and agencies. 

I do not think the President needs another client
interested department to deal with. There is an additional 
problem with education. Here, we are trustees for the 
children and the students. They will have little voice in 
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a Department of Education, likely to be dominated by NEA 
teacher interests -- which do not always coincide with those 
of students, particularly insofar as teachers' salaries are 
concerned, or with those of parents, particularly insofar as 
curriculum is concerned. 

I believe creation of a Department of ·Education would 
be a mistake that will persist far beyond the Carter Admin
istration·and I urge you to think carefully before moving 
in this area. No one can know the "right" or "best" way to 
organize the domestic social services of the national 
government. But the worst thing we could do is simply to 
split off the Education Division from HEW and make it a 
Department s,eparate from other domestic programs that it 
can enrich and be nour.ished by. 

I hope you will give me an opportunity to fully set 
forth my views in a candid discussion of this subject. 



THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, ED·UCATION,AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON, O.C.20201 

November 26, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM JOE CALIFANO q4£ e,.. 
SUBJECT: Reorganization of Federal Education Programs 

1. THE ISSUE 

The issue presented for your decision at this time is, 
in my judgment, a very limited one: should a new, narrowly
based Department of Education be created by removing the 
Education Division from HEW or should education within HEW 
be reorganized and upgraded while analysis continues on a 
more broadly based Department that co.nsolidates HEW's 
Education Division with other education, training or social 
service programs. 

All my experience in government -- both as personal 
staff to a former President and as a Cabinet Secretary to 
you -- leads me to urge, in the most forceful way I can, 
that you rejec.t the narrowly...:based separate Department 
on the merits as inimical to the President's policy-making, 
managerial, and budgetary interests. 

As the OMB .memorandum indicates, virtually the 
only reason to create the narrowly-based separate Department 
would be to fulfill a campaign promise and satisfy political 
demands. ·.I fully recognize the importance of your (and 
the Vice President's) campaign commitments -- they have 
guided my direction of HEW.· And I will do all that I 
can to implement swiftly and effectively any decision 
that you make. 

But the narrowly-based Department of Education does not 
meet your connnitment to seek consolidation of "'grant pro
grams, job training, early childhood education, literacy 
training and other functions currently scattered throughout 
the government." (NEA Reporter, June 1976). That kind of 
broader consolidation, if politically feasible, may well 
make sense from a national and Presidential perspective. 
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But there are, at present, far too many political and·. 
substantive questions about such consolidation alternatives 
whether of HEW's education and social service programs (as OMB 
suggests), or of all education programs throughout the govern
ment, or of HEW's education and DOL's job training programs -
to make a decision today, or in the near future, about a more 
broadly based reorganization. 

Accordingly, you need not break your connnitment, you 
need only decide today that you are not going to keep it 
by creation of a narrowly-based Department of Education. And 
there are alternative political strategies that can streng
then support for you while substantially minimizing criticism 
from those few groups who intensively want creation of a 
separate Department. 

There are, thus, three purposes of this memorandum: 

First, to set out in greater detail the case against 
the narrowly-based separate Department; 

Second, to sketch a possible reorganization of education 
within HEW that fleshes out OMB's thoughts on upgrading 
and streamlining HEW's Education Division; 

Third, to suggest an organizational, legislative, and 
budgetary strategy to be implemented in conjunction 
with a Presidential decision not to create a narrowly
based separate Department of Education -- a strategy 
that would gain strong political support from most 
education and education-related interests and that would 
mute, although by no means dissipate, NEA criticism. 

An immediate series of organizational, legislative, adminis
trative and budgetary initiatives -- coupled with a decision 
to continue analysis of a more broadly based, education 
centered Cabinet consolidation -- would allow you to meet a 
number of substantive concerns expressed by elementary and 
secondary interest groups, while reserving judgment on 
whether you can fulfill your campaign commitment in a manner 
that advances national and Presidential objectives. 

In sum, I would recommend that you adopt a modified 
OMB Option II-B w.ith three major qualifications: · 

You should not at this point, indicate 
publicly any preference for OMB's 
suggested consolidation of education 
and social service programs. As OMB 
acknowledges, the politics of this change 
are explosive. 

-·-------
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OMB should be privately directed to continue 
studying that option but also to consider 
methods of combining all education and job 
training programs presently scattered 
around the Federal government. 

If consolidation. of programs is the major 
reorganization objective, you should not 
foreclose the possibility that existing 
departments be the focus for further con
solidations in education, training or 
social services. 

You should not defer judgment on the 
narrowly-based Department but should, 
instead, reject it as a live alternative. 
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II. THE CASE AGAINST A CABINET-LEVEL DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

I believe a decision to establish a Cabinet-level 
Department of Education, especially one with a narrow base 
·Of interest and policy responsibility, would be a serious 
and lasting mistake. 

There is no education problem that creation of .a 
Cabine·t-level Department will co~rect. And creation of a 
Cabine.t-level Department will give you and future Presidents 
many unnecessary organizational and policy problems that in 
no way qualify as Presidential in terms of scope or signifi
cance. 

In this regard, it is significant that both of the 
White House Reorganization Task Forces of the last decade 
reconnnended against the establishment of a separate Department 
of Education. And, of course, it is equally significant 
that your own reorganization s·taff has now independently 
reached the same, negative conclusion about a narrowly-based, 
Cabinet option. 

For purposes of presentation and discussion, I have 
organized my concer.ns and reservations below in terms of the 
President's multiple roles as Kolick-maker, or~anizer and 
manager of the Executive Branc , ma er of the xecutive 
budget, and leader of an Administration in being. 

• . For the President as Polfcy-Maker 

--A decision to establish a Department of Education is 
premature in the absence of a decision. to raise 
Education to a very high position on the Administration 
agenda, or to connnit to a sharply different role for 
the Federal Government in an area where States have 
traditionally exercised leadership and financial respon
sibility (and increasingl)l are likely to have the 
resources, with budget·surpluses, to play that role). 
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--A narrow Department of Education will be a flawed, 
misshapen organizational structure fo·r two distinct 
reasons: 

• It will include very little beyond HEW's existing 
.Education Division, which currently is responsible 
for less than 40 percent of the government's 
annual outlay of ~25 billion for education; 

• It will overstate the limited Federal financial 
interest and responsibility for the costs of 
public schools (now at 9 percent), while failing 
to reflect the government's large and complex 
involvement with Higher Education, where 40 percent 
of the costs are borne at the Federal level. 

--While the Federal Government should serve as trustee of 
the chance for all children to enjoy educational 
opportunity, a Department of Education is very likely 
to be dominated by an assertive, nationally organized 
interest group -- the NEA. While individual teachers 
are dedicated,. institutional interest groups necessarily 
focus on economic self-interes·t. 

--In this context, creation of a narrowly-based Department 
of Education will dump the NEA's agenda directly on the 
President's desk. This controversial agenda which, among 
other things; seeks nearly a fourfold increase in federal 
elementary and secondary spending, much greater use of 
federal funds for general aid, and federal guarantees of 
co.llective bargaining for teachers, is not likely to 
become, and should not be federal policy. 

--A separate Department also signals the isolation rather 
than the connection of education t·o health, training, 
and other youth and family support programs, an outcome 
incons'istent with the Administration's conunitment to 
bring government servi.ces · together to help people.-

-------
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• For the President as Executive Organizer and Manager 

--The· small Department of Education that can win support 
in Congress (with less than 5,000 employees and an 
annual budget of $10 b.illion by OMB reckoning) runs 
counter to the President's general theme of organi
zational consolidation, and begins to break up the one 
domestic Department, HEW, in which functionally·related 
programs have already been drawn together, and are, 
I hope, managed increasingly energetically from the top. 

--If Cabinet membership can be justified and achieved for 
Education, the smallest, most self-contained element of 
HEW, the President will find himself under enormous 
pressures to accord a comparable status in the Cabinet 
for Health, for older Americans, and for other special 
constituency groups whose dependence or involvement with 
the Federal Government is at least as great as education. 
This issue will immediately, and with some fervor, be 
pressed in Health. 

--The President will have more, rather than fewer, program 
managers reporting directly to him if Education -- and 
other int~rests in its wake -- gain Cabinet status. 

As a result, more second-order policy and bureaucratic 
conflict will surface to the President's level, and 
fester until resolved by the President and his staff. 
Increasing the President's dispute resolution role by 
fragmenting related programs, as will happen with creation 
of a narrowly-based Department, is simply not the direc
tion that management reforms in this Administration should 
take. 

--In enacting a law to create a Cabinet Department of 
Education, Congress can be counted upon, in the area of 
Education especially, to legislate "protections" limiting 
Presidential leadership and control. In contrast, the 
Administration could proceed by reorganization authority, 
not new legislation, to reorganize Education within HEW, 
as-suggested below, and this would be both far swifter 
and far more likely to protect or increase Presidential 
authority. 

--·--------
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• For the President as Budget-Maker 

--The most aggressive advocates of a separate Department 
of Education discuss the issue almost solely in terms of 
the leverage it will provide for more favorable t,reatment 
in the President's budget. The creation of a separate 
Department will unmistakenly signal the Administration's 
willingness to sharply increase the Federal Government's 
share of school costs, even if the NEA's goal of nearly a 
fourfold increase in Federal financial assistance to the 
public schools is not a credible goal in the current 
budgetary climate. 

--A narrow Department of Education with tight interest 
group and Congressional ties will, like other client 
Departments, fight hard not only within, but beyond the 
Administration family in public for greatly expanded 
funding. This will generate intensive pressure on the 
President to spend more on education than fiscal limita
tions allow. 

--By establishing a separate Department, the President will 
give up the first cut on education budget demands now made 
at the Department level. It would be analogous to the 
President receiving direct budget requests from the 
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, without bene
fit of the cut·s imposed by the Secretary o.f Defense I 

- -rf-the--Adminis ~'I"a t ion_!_s_Educ:a_t_touudge t ultimately falls 
short of that sector's heightened expectations-, vo-cal~and---
more visible expressions of disillusion by the educational 
connnunity will readily replace the political good will 
earned by the President's support for creation of the 
separate Department. 

• For the President as Leader of an Administration in Being 

--A reorganization of the magnitude required to establish 
a Department of Educa.tion will entail a 24 to 36 month 
period of disruption -- even if Congress moves promptly 
to support a Presidential request. 
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--During that period, the Administration will find it 
exceedingly difficult to exercise policy leadership and 
program control. Indeed, I believe there is significant 
risk: 

• Of losing the initiative in the renewal and 
redirection of key elementary and secondary 
education authorities that expire in 1978. 

• Of losing e.ffective policy level management and 
control of many existing educational programs 
by people who are loyal solely to you. 

--A decision to split Education off from the rest of HEW 
would also leave that larger agency and its leadership 
with problems o.f adjustment. 

--If the benefits of reorganization outweigh costs such 
as these, then there is reason to proceed. The converse 
propos.ition is also true. 

III. THE CASE FOR UPGRADING AND STRENGTHENING EDUCATION IN HEW 

Those who want to see the establishment of a separate 
Department of Education frequently make their case in the 
framework of an argument against the viability of the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. It has been argued: 

First, that Education is neglected and submerged in 
the agenda of the larger Department and 

Second, that HEW is too large, unmanageable, an 
organizational anachronism that never made any sense 
and, in any case, does not work. 

In the Nixon-Ford era, Education was something O·f a step
child in the Executive Branch (no more, many would argue, than 
Health, Housing and other domestic concerns). Even in.the 
cold winter of Fiscal 1970-1978, however, as the OMB analysis 
reminds us, controllable appropriations for Education 
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increased 165 percent alongside far smaller relative gains 
for Health (131 percent) and Human Development Services 
(120 percent). Education is not an area that lacks friends 
strategically placed in the Congress, even when it -is not 
acknowledged by the Executive. 

Since January, in addition to the improvements you made 
in the final Ford budget for Education, we have worked to 
strengthen the relationship of education to other services, 
to improve internal organization and management by actions 
that q·ould be taken administratively, and to cut paperwork 
and other administrative burdens on schools and colleges. 

Relating Education to Other Services 

In your Administration, new emphasis has been given to 
strengthening the connections of Education to other program 
sector,s of HEW, most notably through the President's 
ItmnUnization i:initiative and the Milliken "community schools" 
demonstration project. Within HEW, I have also established 
nine formal internal Task Forces and less formal working 
groups that involve policy-makers in the Education Division 
with the leaders and program developers of other offices: 

--School Health Programs 

--Immunization (Long-term). 

--Basic Skills 

--Adolescent Pregnancy 

-·-Venera! Disease 

--Administering Health Profes·sions Student Loans 

--Smoking 

--Sex Education 

--Health Prevention/Educating for Enhanced Health 
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There is also active, programmatic· and operational con
nection between the Education Division and other program 
offices of the Department in such important areas as: 

:-""Indian Education (wi.th Health and Human Development). 

--Handicapped Education (with Health, Human Development, 
and Civil Rights). 

--Health, Nutrition and Family Living (with Health, 
Human Development). 

--Drug Abuse and Alcohol Abuse Education (with Health 
ADAMHA). 

--Education for Parenthood (with Human Development). 

--Information-sharing Technology (with Health, Human 
Development and Social Security Cash Assistance). 

There is a great deal more to be done in bringing the 
diverse bureaucratic sec,tors of HEW together in a more ac.tive 
partnership to meet the needs of people. But as the Adminis
tration's experience in such interdepartmental initiatives as 
the Milliken proj ec·t, Urban policy, and education and work 
attes.ts, effective partnerships between self-contained 
bureaucracies do not happen painlessly, and the pain increases 
as you increase the needles of .equal size and status pointing 
at Che Presidency. 

Organizational Changes and Plans 

We have previously taken two major steps to improve the 
organization of HEW's Education Division. 

• . In March., as part of the Department's overall 
reorganization, I established a new, comprehensive 
Bureau of Student Assistance in the Office of 
Education. We brought toge.ther seven major 
student grant and loan programs spending $3.5 billion 
annually that were previously administered by four, 
independent HEW bureaus and offices. Included in 
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this realignment was internal transfer of the 
Health Professions Guaranteed Student Loan Program, 
a transfer that would prove hard to hold if 
Education were S·plit off from the rest of HEW. 

• In April , Connnis·s ioner Boyer and I announced further 
organizational changes that substituted two internal 
Deputy Commissioners of Education for more than a 
dozen small, ineffectual line and staff offices that 
had previously reported directly to the Commissioner. 
This and other changes enabled us to reduce the 
number of staff unit·s reporting to the Commissioner 
from 26 to 7, strengthening the Commissioner's office 
and eliminating a top heavy bureaucracy. 

In OE alone, we have also made a government-wide mark 
by administrative E:.ctions that have eliminated repetitive 
reports ~nd forms, and eliminated more than 6 million person
hours of paperwork production. 

Despite these ini.tiatives and reorganization to the limits 
of the Secretary's administrative authority, HEW's Education 
Division continues to have organizational problems that can 
only be corrected through legislative action. 

• As the OMB Decis·ion Memorandum properly states 
"there is no single point of leadership (in the 
DREW Education Division): the Commis·sioner and 
Assistant Secretary for Education share responsi
bilities which are legislatively delegated to 
each of them." 

• The Assistant Secretary, with very limited final 
authority,, outranks the Commissioner who has 
practically all the operational responsibility 
for annual·· outlays approaching $10 billion. 
Moreover, the Director of the National Institute 
of Education., whose program is important,· but. 
relatively modest, ranks with the Commissioner, 
and as an operational reality, has historically 
functioned quite independently of both of the 
Division's policy leaders. (For example, Congress 
directed NIE .to evaluate Title I of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act, and to provide the· 
report directly to Congress without review or 
clearance by the Secretary of HEW, or the Assistant 
Secretary of Education). 
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• A single leader for education within HEW, 
who will be called the Under Secretary/ 
Commissioner for Education. 

• Consolidation of most OE programs into 
four bureaus -- basic education, voca
tional education, higher education and 
special educa·tion. 

• Creation of two new client-oriented 
subdivisions -- one for student programs 
.and one for teacher programs -- each to 
be headed by a Presidential appointee. 
This innovation would not only allow 
HEW to keep the student aid programs 
separate (as per the major reorganiza
tion of March 1977), but would also 
create a division especially for teachers. 
This Teachers' Bureau would bring together 
in one place all teacher education programs 
and services. 

• Creation of an Educational Research and 
Reform unit that would bring·together, 
in a coordinated fashion, important 
related pieces of OE that are now separate: 
innovation (FIPSE), research (NIE) and data 
gathering and evaluation (NCES). 

• Devolution of certain s·taff functions from 
the Office of the Secretary to the Office 
of Under Secretary for Education, ··including 
strengthening it.s planning and evaluation 
capability. 
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The proposal is preliminary, and if you approve its 
general outline, will require formal review by OMB and 
the refinement that will occur through wider circulation. 
In contrast to the anticipated 24-36 months required to 
present and enact legislation to establish a new Depart
ment and get i.t operational, however, the key goals of 
organizational reform of education within HEW ske,tched 

·here can occur through reorganization plan, and clearly 
be put in place, I believe, during the first half of 1978. 
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IV. THE OUTLINES OF A SUBSTANTIVE AND POLITICAL STRATEGY 

As a result of Executive Branch stagnation during 
the Nixon-Ford years, pressure from both the Congress 
and the elementary and secondary interest groups has 
steadily mounted. There is a generalized concern for 
the Federal education effort to have: 

• Coherent and innovative programs; 

• An increase in Federal funding; 

• Greater cross-Government coordination; 

• An elevated status within the Executive 
Branch. 

I believe that the support for a separate Depart
ment of Education is thin -- based in most instances on 
a desire to have the Federal Government assume a more 
active progrannnatic, budgetary and. coordinating role. 

Thus, the Administration can, in the context of the 
traditional federal role and an upgraded Education 
Division within HEW, devise a legislative, budgetary 
and organizational strategy for secondary and elementary 
education that will gain you much political credit in 
many quarters and that can significantly undercut criticism 
from others: 

• It will be warmly received by those who 
are neutral about or antagonistic toward 
a separate Department of Education -- the 
higher education community, the AFT, many 
prominent members of the black community 
and other civil rights groups; 

• I.t will be favorably received by thos·e who 
advocate creation of a separate Department 
but without great intensity -- local and 
State school administrators, parents groups, 
e.tc.; and, 

• It holds out significant gains for the NEA. 

A. Substantive Components. 

The strategy includes the following components: 

1. A significant strengthening of education 
wi.thin HEW as described above. 
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The program, which is consistent with the 
Federal government's limited, but catalytic role in 
elementary and secondary education, will emphasize 
the following themes if you approve: 

• The promotion of access and equal educa
tion opportunity for disadvantaged, 
handicapped, language-limited., Indian 
and minority students. 

• Improving the quality of education. 

• Integrating elementary and secondary 
schools with other social services and 
broadening the educational effort to the 
workplace and the home. (The Milliken 
project and childhood immunization 
initiative are but two examples of the 
kinds o.f programs that are possible in 
this area.) 

• As,sisting, :through limi.ted federal 
financial support, certain·important 
state and local education activities 
(in such areas as adult, vocational 
and possibly, private education). 

• Defining a new Federal-State relationship 
(by reducing paperwork, increasing State 
discretion, and relaxing fis·cal controls). 

With your approval, we will be putting special 
emphasis on increasing the quality of education for both 
disadvantaged and all other students -- and this will 
constitute a major shift in Federal education policy. 

We have requested time to brief you on .our proposed 
program to chart the direction of your Administration 
in this area fo.r the dura.tion of your first term, and 
perhaps for five years (depending on the length of the 
reauthorization). 
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3. Modest commitment to increases in the 
Federal education prog·ram in · erieral and the 
elementary· and secondary portfon ·o£ that budget 
.in particular. The Federal Government pays about 
9 percent of all public and private funds for 
elementary and secondary schools nationwide. We 
do not believe, in contrast to the NEA, that this 
share should increase sharply, particularly given 
federal budget limits, and the reality of many 
states increasingly running budget surpluses. 

Nonetheless, we believe that there should be 
a signal from the Administration that in conjunc
tion with its proposed elementary and secondary 
education package, there will be a modest but 
steady annual growth in the elementary and secondary 
budget now at about $6 billion a year~ In the past 
8 years that budget has increased on an average of 
9 percent annually, mostly because of Congressional 
add-ons to the proposed Presidential budget. As 
our br.iefing for you on elementary and secondary 
education will indicate, we propose phased funding 
for the legislative initiatives that will increase 
the elementary and secondary education budget by a 
slightly higher ra.te of increase over current 
services during the next three years. 

4. Revitalization of the Federal Intera 
Committee on E ucation FICE and ex ress Presi ent.ial 
interest in its across-t e-Gover'nment coor inating 
func·tions. I sent to you on. July 11, 1977, a memo 
urging this change. This memo is a.ttached. 

5. Continued study by· OMB and HEW o-f broadly
based, education centered consolidation options. 

B. The Procedural/Political Components. 

If you decide·not to create a separate Depart
ment and instead to adopt an alternative strategy along 
the lines sketched above, the following steps might be 
appropriate. 

L A major Presidential statement on education. 
Within the next month (or in early January) you could 
make a speech announcing the broad decisions on the 
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legislative program, the Administration's budgetary 
intentions, and an upgrading· and streamlining of 
the education division in HEW. You could direct 
me to work with OMB to produce a reorganiza·tion 
plan within 90 to 120 days, and you could announce 
your intention to reserve judgment on an education 
centered, broadly-based consolidation pending 
further OMB analysis. 

2.. Extended discussions with interest groups 
and Congress onall dimensions of the strategy 
which could be carried out just before, and 
innnediately after, the Presidential statement, 
w.ith emphasis on Congressional consultation 
regarding the legislative program and the reorgani.
zation plan and on interest group mobilization in 
support of the total education strategy. 

3. Submission to Congre.ss of the specific 
secondary education reauthorization program in 
late January or early February, accompanied by a 
Presidential message that is more specific on 
legislative details than the major statement noted 
above. Two statements within a short period of 
time would underline the Administration's connnitment 
to a S·ensible, coherent and innovative Federal educa
tion strategy. We must beginCongressional consulta
tion on the program early in December, as soon as we 
have received your tentative views. 

4. Submis·s.ion to Congress of a: reorganization 
plan in March. 

Although a decision rejecting a separate Department 
of Education will disappoint the NEA, the strategy out
lined above does contain a number of items tha,t should 
ease the pain a little:· an upgraded Education Division 
that could be place in late Spring, a number o-f new 
Presidential appointments in education, a special 
Teachers' Bureau within the Education Division, new 
progrannnatic initiatives for teachers, and. ·a sensible 
bud:ge.tary commitment. This package, plus direct personal 
contact between high level Administration officials and 
the NEA leadership may be enough to insure that.NEA's 
criticism is mild.. The package should, as noted, gather 
broad base support from the rest of the cons ti.tuent groups . 
And it should take ·the wind out of the sails of most Con
gres.sional advo.cates of the separa.te Department concept, 
at least in the near term as we implement the strategy. 
(Special, in-depth dis.cussions with Senator Ribicoff 
will be necess·ary). 

-------------
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V. RECOMMENDATION 

OMB's recounnended course of action is Option IT-B 
(OMB memorandum at pp. 17-18). As written, that option 
states: "Defer·a final decision on the three structural 
options but note that the broad department seems very 
promising in view of the challenges as:sociated with 
education, and direc.t the fulle-r development of options 
with the benefit·S of full public and Congressional debate." 

In my judgment, ·it would be a serious mistake to 
announce publicly your preference for consolidation of 
education and human s,ervices at this time. The politics 
of such a·combination are volatile, to say the least 
(OMB memorandum at p. 14). You could generally state 
that. yol:lrreorganization goal is sensible consolidation, 
and then OMB could more qui.etly test a number of consoli
dation alternatives, including its presently preferred 
education and social services alternative. 

On the substantive front, I think there are serious 
problems with the OMB option -- most significantly the 
relationship of income security and health services 
programs to the new entity. Moreover, there are equally 
important linkages between HEW's education programs and 
other education programs in the government and between 
education and job training. Both these forms·of consoli
dation should also be more fully explored, both within 
HEW and outside it. 

Accordingly, as noted, of the various OMB options, 
a modified Option II-B. seems best with the following 
major qualifications: 

• No public Presidential statement of preference 
for any particular consolidation of programs, 
but reaffirmation of Pres:idential interest in 
consolidation and in improved linkages between 
education, social services and job training as 
Adminis'tration goals. 

• Pres.idential direction to OMB to continue 
in-depth study of the range of consolidation 
·alternatives, both within and outside HEW. 

• Express rejection of a separate Department of 
Educa.tion comprised narrowly oE HEW's Educa
tion Division (and a handful of other programs). 
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If you adopt these suggestions, I further propose 
that you direct the Vice !President and me to work with 
Jim Mcintyre, Hamilton Jordan, and Stu Eizenstat to 
develop a near-term organizational, legislative and 
budgetary strategy along the lines ske,tched in above. 
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TAB A: ELEVATING EDUCATION IN HEW 

Several approaches to enhancing the status of 
Education in HEW have been considered. Of these alternatives, 
one blends the related organizational goals of demonstrably 
elevating the influence and prestige of education and 
improving the internal management of education programs: 
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The proposed organizational changes at the top of the 
Department have the following virtues: 

(1) They elevate to the rank of Under Secretary/ 
Commissioner the leadership of the education 
programs, a status not presently achieved by 
any other operating component of HEW and by 
only a handful of operating components in the 
entire Executive Branch. 
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(2) They unify the management structure for 
education programs under one, visible 
administrator of top executive (Level 3) 
rank, with direct access to the Secretary 
of HEW. 

(3) They provide the Under Secretary/Commissioner 
with at least 4 assistant secretary positions, 
thereby elevating the status and authority 
of second echelon leadership of key Federal 
education activities. 

(4) They establish more visible organizational focal 
points of program direction and contact for 
teachers, students, and interest groups concerned 
with educational programs. 

(5) They draw together the functions of innovation, 
research and evaluation, and data gathering 
functions (FIPSE, NIE, NCES) under the authority 
of the government's senior Education administrator 
while, at the same time, buffering these sensitive 
activities from absorption by or subordination to 
the traditional operating bureaus of the Office 
of Education. 

(6) They create new visibility, authority, and status 
for the government's senior Education figure 
without diminishing the position of the Secretary 
of HEW or eroding the capability of that office 
to coordinate and make key trade-off choices 
between related social policies and activities 
in Health, Human Services and Income Security as 
well as Education arenas. 
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(7) They suggest a path of organizational evolut.ion 
within HEW for improved organizational status 
for leaders in other functional areas when 
enactment of such major Administration initiatives 
as Welfare Reform and National Health Insurance 
may bo·th justify and require the creation -of 
Under Secre.taries of Health and Income Security. 

(8) Assuming general congressional support, thes·e 
proposed changes can be put into place within 
60-1.20 days of the President's decision to 
proceed in this manner, and do not involve the 
inevitably prolonged consideration of substantive 
legislation that would accompany a decision to 
create a Cabinet-level Department. 

(9) Reorganizing Education within HEW avoids the 
monetary costs, estimated at $5-10 million, 

-------- :·-- ------ - -

to cover the escalation of salaries and per
quis.i.tes dire.ctly associated with the creation 
of a Cabinet-level Department. Even more 
importantly, the proposed reorganization of 
Education in HEW avoids significant disruption 
of programs and the human costs associated with 
major organizati-onal change. As the major 
reorganization of HEW last March demonstrated 
it is taking as long as two years to work out the 
personnel changes, and to accommodate the "bumping" 
and other rights of employees that are activated 
by organizational changes of maJor magnitude. 
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onsibilities and Authorit of the 

A change in title is an important symbol to convey 
the 'change in priority and influence given to education 
programs. Even more important is the responsibility, 
authority, and capacity for leadership and decision making 
granted to the proposed new office. A guiding consideration 
must be to strike a sound and stable balance between the 
authority and capacity of the Under Secretary/Cotm:nissioner 
and those more properly the responsibility of the Secretary 
of HEW. 

In general, we recotm:nend striking the balance in such 
a way that (1) the Secretary maintains approval authority 
over major policy decis.ions and retains the preroga.tive to 
initiate major policy and program initiatives; while (2) 
the Under Secretary/Cotm:nissioner of Education takes on the 
bulk of legisla,tive, policy and budget planning functions 
and has very substantial final authority for internal, 
Education Division operations, personnel and management 
activities. Where the authority is ·Shifted from the Secretary 
to the Cotm:nissioner, or a newly shared authority is contem
plated, we envisage the creation, under the Under Secretary/ 
Connnissioner of staff capacity to meet the new responsibilities. 

More specifically, the primary division of functions 
would include the following: 

(1) Budget: The Secretary of HEW would retain 
the final decisions (prior to the President's 
and Congress' review) on the total size of 
the reconnnended education budget and on the 
scale of resources that would be devoted to 
major program initiatives, especially those 
that cross agency lines. The Under Secretary/ 
Cotm:nissioner of Education would have authority 
to conduct his own budget reviews, and sub
stantial discretion to establish the budget for 
all but the most costly, or sensitive education 
programs. 
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Legislation: The Under Secretary/Connnissioner 
would have full responsibility for the development 
of education legislation, and for relating 
dire.ctly to the requests and needs of Members of 
Congress. The Secretary, however, would retain 
the authority for approving legislation before it 
goes to OMB and Congre·ss. In addition, the 
Secretary would have the option of initiating 
education legislation, but would do so by directing 
the Under Secretary/Commissioner to draft the 
legisla.tion, rather than by ordering the Offic·e 
of the Secretary (OS) staff to do the work. 

Policy Analysis: Analysis of education policy 
is presently a shared function, with HEW's staff 
offic•e·s developing about 75 percent of the policy 
decisions that reach the Secretary for review. 
Under the anticipated reorganization, the Under 
Secretary/Commissioner would take on 75 percent 
of,the policy development work; HEW staff would 
focus on policy matters which cut across agency 
and departmental lines, and on review of the most 
far reaching recommendations emanating from the 
Under Secretary/Commissioner's office. 

Planning and Objective Setting: The Secretary 
would continue to approve strategic goals and 
operational objectives for the Department's 
education programs. But the definition of 
strategic goals and operational objectives, and 
the conduct of planning and monitoring processes 
to achieve them would be the responsibility of 
the Under Secretary I Connnis·sioner. 

Personnel: 'Wherea·s the Secretary of HEW now 
recruits and designates all top Educa.tion 
officials, under the proposed changes, the Under 
Secretary/Connnissioner would have the responsi
bility of recruiting at all levels and for 
designating employees at levels below the level 
of As·sistant Secretary. 
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{6) Other Functions:. 

(a) 

(b) 

A number of broad, management functions 
(and personnel carrying out these functions) 
would shift from the Office of the Secretary 
of HEW to the Under Secretary/Commissioner. 
These would include res-earch and evaluation, 
legal counsel, congressional liaison, and 
public affairs. The Secretary of HEW would 
retain policy level oversight over these 
functions, but the Under Secretary/Commi-s.sioner 
would exercise managerial supervision over 
their day-to-day conduct. 

Administrative functions -- decisions on 
organizational structure, development of 
program regulations, management of services, 
e.tc. -- would be wholly the responsibility 
of the proposed Under Secretary/Commissioner. 

-------- -- - ------- --- ----·---
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Restructuring the Education Division 'Inte·rna11y 

In addition to upgrading the rank, status, visibility 
and authority of the top Education official in the 
government, effective management of present and prospect.ive 
Federal education activities and responsibilities requires 
major internal restructuring of the line and staff offices 
of the Education Division. Although earlier reorganizations 
addressed the worst of the organizational problems that 
could be handled administratively, several should be dealt 
with now. 

The proposed internal organization conveyed by the 
chart that follows deals forcefully with those remaining 
problems. It has the following attributes: 

(1) It provides the Under Secretary/Commissioner 
with four Assistant Secretary posit.ions, and 
accompanying staff resources, to manage 
education initiatives effectively. We envisage 
a powerful Assistant Secretary for Budget, 
Planning and Management, an Assistant Secretary 
for Educational Research, Evaluation and 
Innovation and top graded staff to give leader
ship in such areas as legal counsel, congressional 
liaison, and public affairs. 

(2) It provides two assistant secretaries to focus 
on programs for "special" education 
constituencies teachers and students. 

(3) Under the leadership of the Under Secretary/ 
Commissioner, it groups all other Office of 
Education programs into four, logical program 
administrations -- basic education, higher and 
continuing education, technical and vocational 
education, and special education -- to be led by 
appointees at the Executive, Level V grade. 

-------------- ---
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(4) It assigns programs now "dangling" from the 
Conn:nissioner's office (Bilingual Education, 
Career Education, Right-to-Read, and others) 
to these administrations, in such a way that 
those programs would contribute directly to 
achieving the program objectives of these new 
organizations. 

(5) It establishes under the leadership of an 
assistant secretary, strong, centralized 
management over educational innovation, 
research, evaluation, and statistical reporting. 
But, at the same time, it protects these sensitive 
activities from subordination to the operating 
programs of the division. 

The proposed internal reorganization requires care.ful 
political orchestration and systematic mobilization of 
congressional support if it is to be realized in the terms 
set forth in this outline. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

As you know, many federal departments and agencies operate 
education, research and student assistance programs that 
have significant impact upon state and local governments, 
and institutions of post-secondary education. 

Among the various beneficfaries of federal interest and 
support, there is a long-stan~ing sense that federal poLicy 
in the educational sphere is ~stablished piecemeal by the 
many individual agencies and congressional committees 
responsible for these activities. Our White House meeting 
on February 19 with university presidents highlighted this 
concern for improving coordination of education and research 
programs throughout federal government . . 
You have recently directed OMB and HEW to conduct an in-depth 
study of ways in which federal education and research 
activities might be realigned and consolidated to enhance 
coherence and efficiency in these important relationships. 
As that longer-term study proceeds, I recommend that it 
be complemented by more immediate actions that would 
upgrade and rejuvenate the Federal Interagency Committee 
on Education (FICE) as a key instrument foF improving 
administrative and broad policy coordination in these spheres. 

FICE was established by President Johnson in 1964, and 
has operated since under a succession of Presidential 
Executive Orders. While PICE has enjoyed modest success 
over the years, it has never previously received support 
and encouragement from the highest leveLs of the Executive 
Branch. It has not been given assignments.by the White 
Houser nor been called upon to advise Department heads, 
including the Secretary of HEW, when major policy or 
management initiatives were being considered. 

Attached is a draft of a revised Executive Order which 
would have the effect of operationally upgrading FICE by: 

o Stating explicitly that the Committee may be 
called upon to advise the President as well as 
Agency heads, in the development and coordination 
of federal policy; 
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o Naming the Secretary of HEW Chairman instead of 
the'Assistant Secretary of HEW for Education; 

,_ 
o Adding the Science Advisor to the President, and 

representatives of the Office of Management and 
Budget, the National Institutes of Health, the 
Veterans Administration, and Energy Research and 
Development Administration as members; 

o Stipulating that participating agencj,es should 
be represented by policy-level officers • 

FICE is already working on an important agenda of problems-
including: ~ · 

(i) reduction of regulation and data burdens, 
on individuals, states, and institutions; 

(2) easing the transition between school and 
work to help reduce youth ~ssistance programs; 

(3) coordination of student financial assistance 
programs; 

(4) improvement of protection of the consumer 
of education. 

If you- approve the-upgrading initiat-ive proposed in this 
memorandum, consideration should also be given to utiliz.ing 
the Committee to study qnd advise_ on other matters of 
importance to the Administration's education-and-research 
relations and priorities. 

..,. 
Action on this will in no way preclude any options with 
respect to ultimate decisions on reorganization of education 
in the government and will be regarded by educati~nal 
interests as improving the situatiC?n in education. 
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EXECUTIVE ORDER 

To Facilitate Improved Coordination of Federal Education 
Activities and Relationships 

Sound publi6 policy requires a continuing appraisal of the 
relation of Federal educational activities to the educ~tional 
needs and goals of the Nation and to its educational systems 
and institutions. The scope of, and prog,ram outlays for, 
Federal educational activities have been expanded greatly 
and have a significant influence on education in this 
country and on the American people. Many Federal agencies 
are involved, both directly,and indirectly, in carrying on 
educational programs either'as Federal activities or in 
cooperation with and assistance to State and local units 
of government and institutions of postsecondary education. 
Close coordination of Federal educational activities can 
facilitate. moreoefficient utilization and management of 
financial resources and improve operational and administrative 
relationsnips between levels of government. 

Under the direction of the Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) , 
t'he agencies in the Education Division are directed by law 
to collect data on the progress of education, provide 
information to aid in the maintenance of efficient school 
systems, and otherwise promote the cause of education 
throughout the country (20 U.S.C. 1221-1, 122le, 122lc 
as amended, G.E.P.A. 403, 405, 406). 

NOW, THEREFORE, by virtue.of·the authority vested in me as 
President of the United States, it is hereby ordered as 
follows: 

SECTION 1. Functions of the Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. The Secretary, with the assistance of the 
Assistant Secretary for Education, shall identify the 
education needs and goals of the Nation and from time to time 
shall• recommend to the President policies for promoting 
the progress of education. 

SEC. 2. Functions of the Assista'nt Secretary for Education. 
Under direction of the Secretary of Health, Education and 
Welfare, the Assistant Secretary for Education shall: 

(1) Study the current effects of Federal activities upon 
the educational programs of State, local and nonprofit 
educat1onal institutions, assess future trends of such 
activities, and (taking into consideration the relationship 

• 
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between education and policies in fields such as manpower 
development, defense, military manpower, economic growth, 
and science) develop recommendations for educational 
activities, or for coordination o£ policies affecting 
such activities; 

(2) Exercise leadership in seeking timely resolution of 
differences of opinion concerning policies or administrative 
practices with respect to Federal educational activities 
affecting educational institutions; 

I 

(3) Make appropriate arrangements for obtaining advice and 
information, including establishment of ad hoc working 
groups to consider special problems, and for utilizing existing 
interagency machinery wherever appropriate; and . -

(4) Exercise initiative in obtaining pertinent and consistent 
data permitting an overview of Federal educational activities. 

SEC. 3. Agency Responsibilities. The heads of Federal 
agencie~, as to their respective education related programs 
shall: 

(1) Insofar as practicable, take such actions as may be 
nece·s:sary to assure: (A) Conformity of their programs with 
the educational goals and policies of the Nation, as 
identified by the Secretary, and (b) consistent administrative 
policies and practices among Federal agencies in the conduct 
o£ similar programs; · 

(2) Keep each other fully and currently informed in order to 
achieve coordinated planning and prevent unnecessary duplication 
of activities; 

(3) Provide information requested by the ~ecretary or the 
Assistant Secretary for Education on educational matters; and 

(4) Cooperate with the Secretary and the Assistant Secretary 
for Education in the conduct of such studies and analyses as 
may be necessary to carry out the responsibilities and duties 
assigned by this order. To this end the heads of Federal 
agencies shall maintain information on current and planned 
activities that can readily be analyzed in conjunction with 
information on related activities of other Federal agencies. 

SEC. 4. Establishment and functions of a Federal Interagency 
Committee on Education. (a) There is hereby continued the 

• 
11 Federal Interagency Conunittee on Education" (hereinafter 

\referred to as the "Committee"). 
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(b) The Committee shall advise the President, the Secretary 
of Health, Education and Welfare· and the heads of Federal 
agencies in connection with the responsibilities assigned 
to them by this order. 

,_ 
(c) The Committee shall be composed of the Secretary of 
Health, Education and Welfare who shall be the chairman,· 
the Assistant Secretary of Education, who shall be 
Vice Chairman, the Science Advisor to the President, 
t·he Commissioner of Education, the Director of the National 
Institute of Education, the pirector of the Fund for the 
Improvement of Post Secondary Education, and one appropriate 
policy officer of each of the following: The Office of 
Management and Budget, the Department of State, the 
Department of Defense, the Department of Agriculture, the 
Department of Labor, the Department of Interior, the 
National Science Foundation, the National Institutes 
of Health; the Energy Research and Development Adminis
tration, the Veterans Administration and the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

(d) The chairman may invite Fed~ral agencies, in addition 
to those which are represented on the committee under the 
provisions of subsection (c) of this Section, to designate 
representatives to participate in meetings of the Committee 
on matters of substantial interest to such agencies which 
are to be considered by the Committee. 

SEC. 5. Construction. Nothing in this order shall be 
construed as subjecting any Federal agency, or any function 
vested by law in, or assigned pursuant to law to, any Federal 
agency, to the authority of any other Federal agency, or 
as abrogating or restricting any function in any manner. 

SEC. f. Definition. Except as may be incon&istent with the 
provisions o£ this order or otherwise inappropriate, the 
term •"Federal ag.ency," as used herein, includes any 
department or other agency or instrumentality (including 
officers) of the executive branc~ of the Government of 
the United States. 

SEC. 7. Executive Order No. 11185 of October 16, 1964, 
Executive Order No. 11260 of December 11, 1965, Executive 
Order No. 11661 of March 24, 1972 and Executive Order 
11761 of January 17, 1974 are hereby superseded. 
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Stu Eize~stat 
Jack Watson 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for your 
information. 

Rick: Hutcheson 

RE: STANDARD EDUCATION ACHIEVE-
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PRESIDEr1T H .. 1s· SEEl'i d 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEETING TO DISCUSS NON-FEDERAL DAM SAFETY 

I. PURPOSE 

Monday, November 28, 1977 
11:30 a.m. (30 minutes) 
Cabinet Room 

From: Stu Eizenstat ~ 
Kathy Fletcher 

I I ·. 3. 0 A. ,tt. 

To discuss with the Corps of Engineers and affected 
Cabine.t members options for federal involvement in 
non-federal darn safety. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN 

A. ·Background: Following the Toccoa Falls Darn 
disaster and following up on a FY1978 appro
priation of $15 million for non-federal dam 
safety, you received a decision memorandum 
outlining options for federal involvement in 
non-federal darn safety. You requested this 
meeting to discuss the issue with the 
affected agencies. 

B. Participants: 

Secretary of the Army Clifford Alexander 
Michael Blumenfeld 
Lt. Gen John w. Morris 
Gen. Charles I. McGinnis 
Horner B. Willis 
Donald B. Duncan 

Secretary o.f the Interior Cecil Andrus 
Guy R. Martin 

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland 
Richard Duesterhaus 

Frank Press 
Phil Smith 



III. 

~~ 
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B. Participants: (cont'd.) 

Jim Mcintyre 
Bo Cutter 
Eliot Cutler 

Stu Eizenstat 
Jack Watson 
Greg. Schneiders 
Kathy Fletche:r 

C. Press Plan: No press. 

TALKING POINTS 

Decision memorandum attached. 

Attachments 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

l-lEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM STU EIZENSTAT 
KATHY FLETCHER 

SUBJECT: Options for Federal Involvement in 
Non-federal Dam Safety 

The Toccoa Falls dam disaster raises the issue of whether 
we want to make an Administration policy decision on the 
role of the federal government in assuring the safety of. 
private and state dams. Although the Congress passed a 
sweeping dam safety law in 1972, the only portion which 
has been carried out is the provision to inventory the 
nation's dams. The inventory has identified 49,000 total 
dams, 9,000 of which are "high hazard" because they are 
located so as to cause significant loss of life and 
property in the event of falure. ·The federal government 
has neither funded nor implemented the mandate to inspect 
non-federal dams. The FY78 Budget contains $15 million 
to apply to non-federal dam safety. The proposed FY79 
Budget would include $16.4 million for this purpose. 
You indicated in your press conference that inspec_tions 
will begin without delay. 

The a.ttached OMB decision memorandum presents four alter
natives for the federal government's role in non-federal 
dam safety. The alternatives are: 

1. Status quo (no federal role; would have to rescind 
$15 million appropriated for FY78). 

2. One-year program to inspect most urgent high hazard 
dams with recommendations to Congress at the end of 
the year for a more comprehensive program ($15 mil
lion in FY78, undetermined thereafter). (Corps of 
Engineers) 

. ' 

3. Three to four-year program to inspect all high hazard JI(A.~ 
dams, on a one-time basis, followed by capability . ~~· 
to. assist states on a reimburs·able basis thereafter t...fal>" 
(approximately $60 million total~ starting with ~ 
$15 million in FY78) • (Or-tB, DPS and OSTP) 



;, 
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4. ·Matching grant program to states .so that they develop 
the capability to conduct their own inspections and 
dam safe-ty program (the cost might be as much as 
$50 million per year). ·(Agriculture) 

Interior supports a combination of #2 and #4. 

Any inspection program should be linked to an understand
ing that the federal gover.nment should not be responsible 
for rehabilitation and repair expenses. Identifying 
structurally unsafe. dams will naturally lead to pressure 
for repairs, but we should make it clear that the owners 
of the dams ar~ responsible for repairs or retirement of 
the facility. OSTP suggests that low-interest loans for 
repairs may be appropriate, but I believe it would be 
premature to support such a program before. we have some 
inspection results. 

I think the division of opinion among the agencies is 
reflective. of the general feeling that a good dam safety 
program relies on a number -of elements. In order to 
assure safe non-federal dams, there need to be: 

o Good state progxams which would deal on a continuing. 
basis with quality control of new dams as well as 
inspection and follow-through on existing dams; 

A federal program which focuses on high priority 
inspections and on working with the states to pro
mote good state programs and appropriate follow
through on inspections. 

Recommendation 

I would favor the OMB proposal (#3) -- a 3-4 year federal 
inspection program for all high hazard darns. But in addi
tion, I think you should direct the Corps of Engineers, 
working with the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
and the other agencies: 

o to immediately beg,in to advise the stateson develop
ing their own programs (recogn~z~ng that some states 
already have good programs); and 
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o to report back to you in one year on the status of 
their eff.orts and on any appropriate follow-through 
recommendations. 

While Option 2 initially appears most attractive, I think 
that Option 3, with the additions I have suggested, is 
preferable because: 

o Option 2 might lead to an extremely expensive Corps 
of Engineers proposal for comprehensive dGIU inspec
tion, state aid, and darn rehabilitation, while 
removing some pressure from the states to quickly 
prepare their own prograrns1 

• Option 4 would involve an unacceptable budgetary 
commitment at this point and would remove the 
incentives for the states to pay for their own 
programs. It should also be pointed out that exist
ing law establishes a mandate for federal inspections 
and we do not now have the legislative authority to 
require states to·carry out inspections~ 

• Option 3 makes a politically attractive commitment 
to inspect all high hazard darns, rather than putting 
off a decisiOn on the scope of our program; and 

• Option 3 puts a budgetary ceiling o~ our commitment, 
unless we ourselves decide to propose a larger pro
gram. 

OMB and OSTP agree with this' recommendation. 

Announcing the initiation of the inspection program this 
week will focus some positive attention on the issue, and 
if the Corps moves swiftly, I would imagine that there 
will be a great deal of visibility as they go into the 
states to perform the inspections and consult with state 
officials. I understand that the Corps is poised for 
action as soon as they receive guidance~ 

Decision 

Option 1 
Option 2 
Option 3 as modified 

(Recommended) 
Option 4 
Other 
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TO 'I'HE PRESIDENT , .-
0, ' \ ·' ·1 1 ~ ...,_.:,.- • l • . 1.'.'/• c. J'_, . ~ 

- • ~ .. : ... ~ . . : :.;· / - .. v......-"Lf' .... .,...... 
J1m Hcintyre- jf-~---.- 1·: ; v 1 

v 
SUBJECT: Federal Role In Safe·ty of Non-federal Dams 

· 'L'~:e Administration must decide v7ha·t role, if an:i', ·the 
Federal Government should play in assuring the safety of 
nm-..-fcderal dams. This issue has been brought to a head 
by recent Congressional action adding $15 M for the Corps 
of Lngineers_to initiate a non-federal dam safety program, 
ci"i'}. by recent Congressional overvie1.v hearings Hhere Ad
:rainist:r.-a·tion wit:nes·ses agreed to provide the Congress with 
the Administration's proposals .by the end of the year. 

~The reasons the Executive Branch has heretofore resisted 
·· ·2Xpanding the Federal role in dam safety - apart from 
~t.he budget implications of financing inspections and the 
::i::ttergovernmental impac·t of Federal intrusion into an 
!a~ea heretofore reserved-for the States- are 1) the 
)ikelihood that a. Federal role in dam inspections \•Till 
lbe construed to imply a Federal liability in cases of 
;failures of non-federal darns, and 2) the obvious pressures 
j for t:he Federal Government to finance ·the repair or 
ireconstruction of any non-federal dam found to be 
~defective by a Federal dam inspection program. 

Background 

Following the failure of non-federal dams in 'dest Virginia 
·and Sou·th Dakota in 1.972, the Congress enacted the :National 
Dam Inspection Act of 1972. Among other things, the lav1 
authorized the Corps of Engineers to prepare a national 
inven·tory of dams, to inspect dams "\'lhich '"ere a threat 
to life or property, and to make recommendations for a 
comprehensive dar:>, safety program. ~·lhen President Nixon 

. - • . . ~ •l' , . t' .t... • b . 1 . t . slgnad tne Ol~L, he expressec tne v1ew na~ respons1 l 1 y 
for the safety of non-federal darus should continue to 
rest ,·,.;ith the States. The Corps of Engineers conducted an 
invcstig.a·tion under ·this la1:1 and prepared a complete clam 



inventory, but did not conduct any actual on-site in
spections·because of the Administration's position. A 
report was prepared by the Corps and sent to the Congress 
in 1976 by the Ford Administration with a propos•al that 
the Federal role in non-federal darn safety be limited to 
technical assistance. 

In 1976, the dam safety issue was again highlighted with 
the failure of the Teton Dam in Idaho. You dealt with 

'the Federal agency part of this problem in your memorandum 
to the concerned agency heads of April 23, 1977, which 
initiated a review of Federal dam safety practices under the 
auspices of the Office of Sc~ence and Technology Policy. 
However, the issue of the Federal role in non-federal dam 
safety remains open. 

The Corps of Engineers Report classified structures meet
ing the Dam Inspection Act definition of "darn" as follows: 

49,000 approximate total Federal and non-federal 
dams, of which: 

43,500 are non-federal dams 
5,500 are Federal dams 

20,000 of the above darns are s·o located that .failure 
or misoperation could result in loss of 
human life and appreciable or greater property 
damage (significant and high hazard categories) 

9,000 of the significant and high hazard are 
classified as high hazard due to location. 

A questionnaire survey was made to assess each State's 
capabilities, practices, and regulations regarding the 
design, construction, operation and maintenance of dams. 

All 50 States and 3 Territories responded to the question
naire on supervision of dams by State authorities. 

The response indicated that 11 States and. Terri.tories have 
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no laws regarding any aspect of dam supervision. The 
legislative authority of many of the others is considered 
inadequate from the standpoint of establishing all activities 
necessary for darn safety. TWenty-four (24) indicated that 
their current dam safety regulations do not fully meet 
present needs and 20 stated that they have active plans to 
modify existing regulations. 

Forty-one (41) States and Territories require a permit or 
license to be issued prior to construction of a private dam; 
36 require the review of plans and specifications prior 



to construct;i.on; and 23 provide on-site inspection by State 3 
personnel during construction. Thirty-two (32) ·states have 
authority to perform safety inspections after construction: 
however, in most cases firm schedules are not maintained. 
Many perform an inspection only when information is received 
that a hazardous condition might exist or under other 
special conditions. 

·The responses further indicated that 54,195 dams are under 
State jurisdiction and that $4 million is the approximate 
annual budget of the State authorities directly related·to 
dam and reservoir supervision. This number of dams is 
larger than that included in the inventory because in some 
cases State regulations encompa·ss impoundments which do not 
meet the Public Law 92-367 (Dam Inspection Act) def.inition 
of "dam." 

There are great differences among the States in carrying 
out their responsibilities to the public for the safety of 
dams built within their jurisdictions. Many have inadequate 
statutes and others have inadequate staffs to enforce the 
statutes. Few States, if any, including those with adequate 
dam safety regulations, are prosecuting a program with 
standards as high as those recommended in the Corps report. 

Administration representatives were called to· testify re
garding the failure of the Nixon and Ford Administrations 
to conduct inspections of non-federal dams, and they agreed 
to provide Congress with the Carter Administration's position 
later this year. In the meantime, the Congress appropriated 
$15 M in unbudgeted funds for the Corps of Engineers to 
initiate a non-federal dam safety program. The Corps of 
Engineers is awaiting policy guidance before proceeding to 
use those funds. · · 

Subsequently, repre'sentatives of this office, the Domestic 
Policy Council, the Office of Science Technology Policy, 
Army, Interior, and Agriculture have met to consider what 
actions to take and to develop alterna.tive proposals for 
your consideration. The alternatives. are outlined below. 

Alternatives 

1. Status Quo. This would leave non-federal dam safety 
as a State responsibility but would provide Federal 
technical assistance to States in designing their 
programs. (Cost of such technical assistance should 
not exceed several million dollars annually). A 
rescission of the $15 M in dam safety funds appro
priated to the Corps would be required to implement 
this option. 



2. Conduct inspections of non-federal dams for one year 
with the 1978 funds appropriated for the Corps of 
Engineers. This would permit Army to proceed with. 
inspections of the most urgent high-hazard dams and 
to develop follow-on proposals next year in a report 
to the Congress. (The initial cost would be $15 I:-1, 
bu.t long-term cost would depend on the proposals 
flowing from the Corps' experience in 1978.) 

3. Initiate a 3-4 year program of direct Federal inspection 
of all of the approximately 9,000 darns in the high hazard 
category. States electing to do so could conduct 
their own inspections in lieu of Federal inspection 
(at Federal expense and under Federal guidelines) • 
Following the initial inspection of all high hazard dams, 
the Corps of Engineers would maintain a capability to 
assist the States by conducting future inspections of 
high hazard darns or by inspecting other non-federal 
dams at State expense. The total cost of initially 
inspecting all high hazard darns could vary from $15 M 
to about $100 M·, depending on the level of detail to 
which the inspections are carried .• 

4. Initiate a matching grant program to assist the States 
in conducting their darn safety programs. This proposal 
would exclude any Federal funds for repair or re
habilitation of non-federal darns. The costs of such a 
program are difficult to estimate at this time due to 
lack of experience but could be on the order of $50 
million annually. 

General Discussion of Alternatives 

Pro dam safety involvement: 

The Federal Government, because of other water resource 
programs, has a high level of expertise that all States. 
are unlikely to duplicate. 

Dam safety can be seen as an extension of Federal flood 
control efforts. 

State programs are generally inadequate in the op1.n1.on 
of Federal experts {and the Congress, if the Dam 
Inspection Act is a guide) • 

Con dam safety involvement: 

Dams, and dam failures, can be viewed as local problems 
with local effec-ts rather than national ones. 

4 
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Land use regulation, and the regulation of the safety 
of structures, is generally viewed as a State and · 
local· function. 

A new dam safety program would add to Federal fiscal 
problems, and require additional Federal personnel to 
implement it. · 

Discussion of Individual Alternatives 

#1 Status Quo: This was the position of the previous Ad
ministration. As noted before, it would require a 
rescis·sion of previously appropriated (but unbudgeted} 
funds in FY 1978. 

#2 One-year program using existing funds: Would post
pone a final decision on the scope of a Federal program 
until the end of FY 1978 - could provide useful data 
for subsequent Federal and/or State actions, but risks 
building support for a larger Federal program than 
might otherwise result. 
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#3 Initiate a 3-4 year program to inspect all high hazard 
darns: This would limit the Federal responsibility to a· 
one-time action, while covering the most serious threats 
to life and property. Although an expansion of the 
current Federal role, it would provide an incentive 
to initiate or strengthen State programs and would 
represent a positive and immediate Federal response 
to the problem. It does entail a risk that States 
could press for Federal financing of the costs of 
repairing darns found defective. 

#4 A matching grant program to States: This would fund 
State inspection programs but exclude funds for repair 
or rehabilitation of non-federal dams (which would 
presumably be done by darn owners at State insistance). 
Such grants would be a windfall f.or States like 
California which already have ongoing safety programs, 
but could be an inducement to States like Virginia, 
which have none. 

Agency Views 

Agriculture supports option 4 - matching grants. 

Interior supports a combination of options 4 and 2 - it 
considers a matching grant program as the most appropriate 
way to proceed but also \'lishes to initiate Federal inspec
tions of a limited number of hazardous dams. 



The Department of the Army recommends option 2. This is 
intended to enable Army to develop a representative sample 
of high hazard dam inspections and to prepare a report 
on followup action based on this experience. 

The Office of Science and Techhology Policy makes no 
specific recommendations but rais.es the question of financ
ing the costs of rehabilitating dams which are. determined 
to be unsafe by Federal inspections. OSTP indicates that 
many dam owners could not afford to correct safety problems 
and suggests a low interest loan program as a reasonable 
Federal followup to an initial inspection program. 

OMB Recommendation 

Option 3 - Initiate an immediate program of initial Federal 
inspection of all high hazard dams. 

Presidential Decision 

Option 1 

Option 2 

Option 3 

Option 4 

Other 

6 



ISSUE PAPER 

What Should Be the Federal Role In Safety 
Inspections of non-Federal Darns? · 

Following in the wake of the Buffalo Creek Darn failure 
in February 1972, the Canyon Lake D·arn failure during the 
Rapid City, South Dakota flood in June, 1972, and the 
concerns for dam safety created by Hurricane Agnes in 
1972~ the Congress passed and President Nixon signed 
the National Dam Inspection Act of 1972, (P.L. 92-367). 
Basically, the Act directed the Corps of Engineers to 
1) inventory the majority of dams in the Nation, 2) 
inspect those dams which pose a threat to life or property, 
3) develop guidelines. for safety inspections and · 
evaluation of dams, and 4) make recommendations for a 
comprehensive National program includ'ing inspection and 
regulation responsibilities for Federal, State and local 
governments and the private sector. 

In signing the Darn Inspection Act, President Nixon 
acknowledged that "the objective of the bill -- to reduce 
the risk of dam failure -- is highly desirable," however, 
the particulars of the bill depart "from the sound 
principle that the safety o,f non-federal dams should 
primarily rest with the States." 

In partial compliance with the 1972 Act, the Ford Ad~ 
ministration submitted a draft bill to the Congress, 
along with tne final report of the Chie.f of Engineers, 
which proposed the implementation of a comprehensive 
National dam inspection program. The legislation and 
accompanying report inc.luded the dam inventory, guidelines 
and a model State law, and recommendations for Federal, 
State and local responsibilities as they related to dam 
safety. Most notable among the recommendations not 
included in the Ford Administration bill were proposals 
for the Federal Government to either perform inspections 
on non-federal dams or provide funds to the States to 
perform the same investigations. 

The Teton Dam disaster has heightened public concern 
for the safety of both Federal and non-federal dams. 
While many Federal dams need improved inspection and 
remedial programs and while Administration efforts are 
underway to review Federal agency dam safety procedures, 
concern is also great for the 90% of all dams that are 
privately~owned and managed. Significant aspects of the 
dam safety situation are as follows: 



(1) No currently active Federal program addresses the 
broad issues of non-federal dam safety. Dam safety 
inspections that were authorized by P.L. 92-367 
have not been performed. 
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(2) The Corps of Engineers National .Dam Inspection Report 
compiled under the authority of P.L. 92-367 refers to 
49,329 Federal and non-federal dams in the U.S. and 
its territories, of which about 43,500 are non-federal. 

(3) There are great dif.ferences among the States in 
carrying out their responsibilities to the public 
for the safety of darns built within their juris
dictions. The Corps' report pointed out that 32 
States had inspection authority to perform inspections 
covering approximately 35,000 darns. Eighteen States 
with jurisdiction over approximately 19,000 dams had· 
no inspectjon programs. Of those States with inspection.· 
authorities, half reported that inspections are per
formed irregularly or only when conditions warrant. 

The dam inventory and the inspection guidelines 
previously published by the Corps, together with 
Federal technical assistance, may not ensure that 
States will adopt and implement adequate dam safety 
programs. As such, additional Federal actions may 
be indicated, e.g., initial inspection of hazardous 
non-federal dams; assistance in a darn insurance 
program; assistance in rehabilitation of unsafe darns 
with low interest loans or grants; funding for· a 
portion of the annual costs of operating State pro
grams; and, other measures that would provide 
incentives for adoption of darn safety programs. 

(4) The reasons the Executive Branch heretofore has re
sisted a Federal role in non-federal darn inspections 
(apart from the costs of inspections and the inter
governmental aspects) are 1) the implied Federal 
liability in cases where a non-federal darn failed 
notwithstanding a Federal inspection program, and 
2) the obvious potential pressures for the Federal 
Government to finance the repair or replacement of 
any non-federal darn found to be defective under a 
Federal inspection program. The potenti-al budgetary 
implications of an expansion of Federal responsibility 



into this area heretofore reserved for the States 
are major - probably running into the billions of 
dollars. For example, the Teton Darn failure involved 
Federal payments for damages of about $400 M, even 
though it occurred in a relatively sparsely populated 
area. A similar incident involving a non-federal 
dam in a l.ess remote area would be far more costly. 

(5) Although the Carter Administration has assigned a 
high priority for dam safety, the April 23, 1977, 
Presidential Memorandum pertains only to review of 
Federal dam safety practices for formulation of 
future management guidelines. In executing this 
Federal review, the FCCSET Interagency Committee 
on Dam Safety has raised the issue of non-federal 
dam safety and considers this as a gap in the over
all Federal review effort. 

(6) There is considerable C0ngressional interest in the 
dam safety issue. The Subcommittee on Environment, 
Energy and Natural Resources of the House Govern
ment Operations Committee, chaired by Leo Ryan 
(D - Cal.) has held hearing,s on d:am safety and has 
expressed concern over the lack of action by the 
Administration in carrying out the mandate of 
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P.L. 92-367 to inspect non-federal dams. Administration 
witnesses stated that we are committed to preparing 
a bill on this issue by the end of the year. The 
recent Public Wor.ks Appropriation bill included 
$15 l-1 for the Corps of Engineers to initiate a dam 
safety program of undefined content. 

Alternatives 

1. Adopt the previous Administration's position, i.e., 
non-federal dam safety is the responsibility of the 
States. (Cost should not exceed $1 or $2M annually). 

2. Carry out one-time inspections of non-fede.ral dams, 
by the Corps of Engineers, to the extent the existing 
$15 M appropriation allows, and report to the Congress 
on completion. 

3. Propose that the Corps of Engineers perform inspections 
on all non-federal high hazard dams on a one-time basis 
as a service to the States and as an incentive to 
inc:;tuce them to take action themselves. (Total cost 
$60 l-1.) 

4. Propose that the Federal Government provide regular 
funding to the States on a matching basis to initiate 
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and operate their own inspection programs, not to 
include, however, Federal funds for rehabilitation 
of non-federal dams. (Cost $30 to 50 M/year.) 

General Discussion 

A National dam safety program involves four basic tasks. 
The first is H·•e initial inspection of those dams, 
approximately 9,000 out of a total of 49,000, which are 
considered t·o pose a high hazard to life or property. 
The second task is the follow-on inspections required 
of those dams found to be unsafe for one reason or another. 
The third task, pote-ntially themost expensive, is the 
remedial work and rehabilitation required to make unsafe 
dams safe-. The fourth task is the administration of an 
ongoing program of inspection of less hazardous structures, 
periodic reexamination of all structures and the 
implementation of guidelines and regulations applicable _ 
to the construction of new dams. 

The primary policy question in dam safety is: 
tasks should the Federal Government undertake, 
are more appropriately given to the States and 
polit~cal subdivisions? 

Which 
and which 
their 

Alternative 1 limits Federal involvement to inspecting 
federally-owned dams or private dams (reimbursable basis) 
on Federal property and to providing only technical 
assistance to the States. This is the traditional role. 

Alternative 2 commits the Federal Government to starting 
a direct Federal inspection program for one year, but 
limits the extent of the commitment to available funds 
pending further recommendations based on experience with 
this limited program. 

Alternative 3 accepts full Federal responsibility for 
the 1nspect1on of all high hazard non-federal dams. Federal 
inspections would be on a one-time basis, and would be 
viewed as an incentive for the States to initiate or 
expand dam safety programs.. Contracts with States for such 
inspections would have clauses to limit Federal liability. 
The cost of inspections beyond this initial phase would 
be reimbursable, and the Federal role would be limited 
to this initial service. 

Alternative 4 would involve the Federal" Government to a 
much greater extent by a matching grant program for 
perpetuity. All aspects of a dam safety program would 
be impacted by Federal participation wj_th the exception 
of funding the rehabilitation of unsafe non-federal dams. 
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Additional Detail On Alternatives 

Alternative #1 - Adopt previous Administration's position 

Accepts Federal jurisdiction for dam safety 
for approximately 5,000 dams on Federal land, 
many of which are privately owned ~nd have 
not been subject to Federal inspection. 

Minimal annual cost -- about $1 or $2 M annually. 

Consistent with t.he traditional position that 
responsibility for the inspection and regulation 
of privately-owned dams on non-federal lands 
rests with the States, and the costs of repair 
should be borne by the dam owners. 

Conforms to position of California and some 
States with strong safety programs that non
federal dam safety should remain a State 
responsibility. 

Where State programs are inadequate, does not 
ensure that inspections of hazardous dams will 
occur immediately, if at all. 

Limits long term Federal_ costs considerably, both 
in inspections and remedial work. 

Will increase Congressional criticism of Ad
ministration's inaction. 

Would require rescission of $15 M appropriated 
to the Corps to initiate a dam safety program. 

Alternative #2 - Carry out priority inspec-tions of darns, 
subject to a $15 M limitation 

Settles the question of what to do with the funds 
recently appropriated by Congress. 

Permits the most obviously hazardous situations 
to be inv~stigated. 

The resulting data base could serve as the basis 
for more informed decisionmaking on future- darn 
safety actions by States as well as Federal 
agencies. 

Probably would increase the Congressional 
momentum for a fully federalized national program. 

5 



Might lead to an inefficient Federal program 
through continued annual appropriations without 
a long range objective with clear definition 
of Federal role. 

Alternative t3 - Propose that the Corps of Engineers conduct 
or provide funding to perform one-time 
inspections of all high hazard non-federal 
dams 

Federal total cost is estimated at $60 M. 

Could increase Federal personnel requirements 
by about 150 over a 5-year period, if Federal 
employees perform the work. Corps could con
tract with States in some cases, thus minimizing 
Federal personnel demands. 

Inspections that uncover significant problems 
could lead to pressures for the Federal Govern
ment to conduct further in-depth inspections 
and/or finance measures to eliminate the risk. 

A one-time inspection may miss some hidden faults, 
thereby leaving the public wi.th a false sense of 
securi.ty if States do not follow up. 

May displace some ongoing State inspection efforts 
in favor of rely~ng on Federal inspection~ 

Alternative #4 - Propose that Federal Government provide 
funds to States on a matching basis to 
initiate their own inspection programs, 
not to include, however, Federal funds 
for the rehabilitation of non-federal 
dams 

Potential Federal cost estimated at $30 M - $50 
M/year. 

Of the four options, most satisfactory to States. 

Federal funds may induce States to implement. 
complete and long term safety programs. 

Opens door to major intrusion of Federal 
responsibility in areas heretofore left to States. 

Could lead to demands for larger Federal share 
of inspection program as well as grants for 
remedial measures. 

Comes clos·est in meeting Congressional objectives 
in existing dam safety legislation. 

6 



EYES ONLY 

THE: CHAIRMAN Or THE: 
COUNCIL Or ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

November 26, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Charlie Schultze C. L.$ 

SUBJECT: October Balance of Trade Figures 

Monday at 10:00 a.m. (November 28) the Census Bureau releases the 
October figures on U.S. merc·handise exports and imports. 

The data look very bad, but are so distorted by the longshoremen's 
strike that it is impossible to draw any conclusions from them. 

The trade balance in Octo.ber was in deficit by $3.1 billion, compared 
to the September deficit of $1. 7 billion. Imports declined by $350 
million. Exports fell by $1.7 billion. The decline was widespread 
across various categories of exports. September exports were probably 
abnormally large as good's were shipped in anticipation of the strike, 
while October exports were held down by the strike itself. 

We are not yet sure why the October import figure didn't fall more. 
The data are based on import entry and warehouse withdrawal forms filed 
by importers with customs officials. It may be that the forms were 
filed even though the goods were still aboard ship because of inability 
to unload. We are checking on this. 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 28, 1977 

Frank Press 

The attached was returned in 

--. 

the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 

··handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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GOVERNMENT· PATENT POLICY 

1. . Statutory language and Presidential Policy Memoranda . 
provide that, except in exceptional circumstances, the Govern
ment should retain title to patents developed at public expense. 
In that way any citizen can use the inventions conceived at 
public expense. 

2. In practice, however, Government agencies are waiving the 
Government's patent rights and giving their contractors exclusive 
rights to patents developed under Government contracts. They 
do this by interpreting "exceptional circumstances" broadly. 

3. By giving contractors exclusive rights to patents developed 
at Government expense, !:Jovernment agencie.s provide them a free, 
17 year, Government- financed monopoly in many important fields 
of technology. 

4. Most federal res•earch and develo.pment funds go to large 
contractors. The,refore, giving contractors exclusive rights to 
patents developed under Government contracts favors large 
corporations at the expense of small busin.esses and individuals. 
In ~=is cal Year 1976, SO percent of the total dollar value of 
research and development contracts placed by the Defense · 
Department went to 10 of the largest corporations in the U.S.-
only 5 percent went to small business. 

5. In 1975, 75 percent of all patents granted were issued 
to corporations. Most of these corporations apply a double 
standard when it comes to patents. They demand the rights to 
inventions mad~ by their employees, but they contend that the 
Government should not demand rights to inventions made by its 
contractors. 

6. Patent lawyers and Government contractors have persuaded 
many Government agencies that it is both necessary and in the 
public interest for them to give contractors exclusive rights 
to patents developed at ·Government expense. In the Department 
of Energy, for example, contractors are invited to request 
exclusive patent right.s and DOE employees are encouraged to 
grant them. 

1.. Patent lawyers argue that the Government promotes commercializa
tion of new technologies most effectively by giving its contractors 
exclusive patent rights. However, public ownership of patents 
has not inhibited development of the nuclear industry. More-
over, a 1.968 Committee on Government Patent Policy Study concluded 
that the main reason publicly-owned patents were not being used 
was because they had limited commercial potential- -not becau·se 
the Government held the patent. 
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ft. It is also argued that contractors will not undertake 
Government w-ork unless they are given exclusive patent rights. 
Yet, the Atomic Energy Commission had little trouble finding 
contractors. Further, several studies, including the 1968 
study by the Committ.ee on Government Patent Policy, found that 
ownership of patents was not a major factor when companies 
decide what w-ork to accept. Companies were interested primarily 
in what they could learn from the work and how much profit they 
would make. 

9. The patent lobby working with the Department of Commerce 
is promoting in Congress a bil~ (H.R~ 6249) which would 
automatically grant contractors title to inventions they develop 
under Government research and development contracts. The bill 
has been sent to the House Science and Technology Committee 
and the House Judiciary Committee. Administration comments 
have been requested. 

10. In the energy field, it is particularly important that _ 
the Government retain for the general public the right to use 
inventions developed at public expense. Otherwise, there will 
be increasing domination o·f te-chnology in this field by a few 
large companies. These large corporations should not be able 
to exploit for 17 years some break-through in energy technology 
which was ftL'"lded by their ta.;{ dollars. A."l.y citizen should 
have rights to u-se technology that has been developed at public 
expense. 

11. Recommendations: 

a. The Administration should oppose H.R. 6249 and similar 
efforts to give away patent rights to inventions developed at 
Government expense. 

b. The President's Pat~nt Policy should be strengthened 
as follows: 

o _Except in rare cases, the public should have un
restricted rights to inventions developed at Govern
ment expense. 

o Government agen.cies should not presume that granting 
contractors exclusive rights to patents developed under 
Government contracts best promotes development and 
commercialization of technology. 

o Waivers of Government patent rights should be formally 
documented showing in each case why the waiver is 
essential to the national interest. 

o Requirements for invention disclosure under Governme'nt 
contracts should be strictly enforced. 

2 
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CHAIRMAN OF' THE BOARD OF' GOVERNORS 

F'EDERALRESERVESYSTEM 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20551 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

November 2 8, 1977 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 

I and my colleagues at the Fede.ral Reserve were 
ever so pleased that you succeeded in persuading the Shah 
of Iran to forego an increase in the price of oil next year. 
This is a most constructive development for our economy 
and that of the outside world. 

If Iran and Saudi Arabia stay firm, it is unlikely 
that the price of oil will go up in the near future. 

With warm appreciation, 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur F. Burns 

!. ..s. 
, 

L.. 



CHA•IRMAN OF TH.E BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

FEDERAL RES'ERVE SY•STEM 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551 

The President 
The White House 
Was hing.ton~ D. C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

November 28~ 1977 . 

I am enclosing a copy of an address on Investing 
in Physical and Human Capital that I will be giving in New 
York City tomorrow. I think you may find some parts of 
it of interest. 

Sincerely yours, 

Arthur F. Burns 

Enclosure 

,, :·:..,. 
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SUMMARY of Burns speech 

o Spending by American business on capital goods has 
been weak in this recovery relative to previous ex
pansions; the reason is the deep sense of uncertainty 
among businessmen about how the economic environment 
will evolve over the next few years. 

o "President Carter fully appreciates the importance of 
substantially lessening the psychological and financial 
obstacles to business .investment.. • Over the next 
several months I anticipate that decisions in Washington 
will at last reduce uncertainty, improve the state of 
business confidence, and encourage capital formation." 

o Even with additional momentum :!.mparted to the expansion, 
it is doubtful that the unemployment rate will drop to 
an acceptable level over the next few years; the major 
reason for this is the upsurge in growth of the labor 
force (primarily the sharply increasing participation 
of adult women) • 

o Various structural impediments are blocking the assi
milation of young people and minorities in.to the active 
work force: government licensing·and certification 
requirements; failure. of schools to teach good work 
habits; and especially government interference with 
wage determination. "It is noteworthy that a proposal 
for a special sub-minimum youth wage lost by only one 
vote this year in the House of Representatives. That 
is the closest we have come to a sensible departure 
from our mistaken course." 

--~Rick 
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For release on delivery 
Tuesdayp November 29, 1977 
10:00 AM, E. S. T. 
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Investing in Physical and Human Capital 

Address by 

Arthur F. Burns 

Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

at the Annual Meeting of the. 

American Council of Life Insura:nce 

New York, New York 

November 29, 1977 
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I am truly delighted to be here this morning. Back 

last spring when Dick Shinn invited me to be a speaker on this 

occasion, I promptlyaccepted. I knew, first of all, thatbeing 

here would .afford me the pleasure of seeing old friends. I also 

knew that I could count on an audience seriously concerned with 

the economic problems that confront our Nation. That, indeed, 

is the strong tradition of the entities from which this Council 

has been formed. As a former trustee of a life insurance 

company and as a former participant in the work of the National 

Bureau of Economic Research, I know something first-hand of 

your industry's reco·rd of sustained and generous support of 

scholarly research relating to economics and finance. Against 

such a background of considerations,. your Chairman• s offer 

to me was one 1 couldhardly refu~e. 

I want to use my time at this rostrum today to share 

some thoughts with you about the troubles our economy is 

experiencing in reaching a satisfactory level of jobs and in 

purging itself of inflation. I make no pretense of being able 

to advance quick solutions .for the problems we are livfng 

with. But I do have convictions about some steps that ought 

to be taken -- and others that ought to be shunned -- if we are 

eventually to extricate ourselves from our present condition. 
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In my judgment, inadequacy of investment in plant and equipment -

and also in human capital-- is the most important reason why 

the ongoing economic recovery has been somewhat disappointing; 

it also is a factor in explaining why so little headway is now being 

recorded in lowe-ring the basic inflation .rate. 

In characterizing the present recovery as disappointing, 

I do not want to be misunderstood. In view of the disabilities 

our economy accumulated over a long span of years, it would 

have been extremely difficult -- no matter how skillful policy

making had been-- to achieve a recovery that was dramatically 

better than we have- actually experienced. It is a statistical fact 

that this recovery has been of roughly average vigor compared 

with previous expansions since World War II. Indeed, it has 

been impressively better than average by the yardstick of 

increases in employment. 

Still, there is ample reason for_ the sense of disappointment 

that so many pe.ople feel. Partly because of the unusual severity 

of the last recession, and partly also because of the accelerated 

expansion of our Nation's labor force, the recovery of our . 

economy since early 1975, while of substantial scope, has left 

us with a disturbingly large total of unemployment. As you well 

know, the national unemployment rate is currently about 7 per cent, 
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and it has exhibited a stickiness at that level for the last half 

year. Large segments of our work force, moreover, have 

been unusually hard hit. Young people and nonwhites especially 

have faced formidable difficulties in the search for jobs. The 

unemployment rate for blacks -- approximating 14 per cent at 

present-- has shown no real improvement during this economic 

expansion, and the unemployment rate for black teenagers has 

soared to the dismaying level of nearly 40 per cent. Clearly, we 

are a long way from satisfactory conditions in our labor markets. 

I need hardly add that recent price behavior also has 

been disappointing. During the recession period, inflation did 

slow considerably from its puffed-up double-digit pace. During 

the last two years, however, despite considerable slack in both 

product and labor markets, the basic rate of inflation appears 

to have settled at an amiual rate of about 6 per cent. Thi,s reflects 

the fact that businesses have been granting annual compensation 

increments of between 8 and 9 per cent on average, while experi

encing productivity gains that recently have not averaged much 

above Z per cent. 

The picture of economic performance before us is thus 

blemished by having in it both too much unemployment and too 

much inflation. I know of no on~ who would take exception to 
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that assessment. Where differences aris·e, of course, is 

with respect to remedial action. 

Throughout most of the past thirty or forty years, the 

dominant view in this country -- as' in much of the rest of the 

world -- has been that a condition of significant slack in the 

economy requires aggressive pursuit of fiscal and monetary 

ease; in other words, the government would have to run a 

sizable budget deficit by spen:ding more or taxing less, and 

such a fiscal policy would need to be accommodated or re

inforced by liberal supplies of money and credit. In this 

philosophic approach the kind of fiscal stimulus to be employed 

carne to be viewed as much less important than its size. 

Giving the economy an adequate push and repeating the push 

again and again if necessary -- that was the crucial imperative 

of economic policy. 

This simplified Keynesian mode of thinking consistently 

tended to ovedook structural rigidities in o:ur economy. It also 

proceeded on the mistaken assumption that upward pressures 

on the price level would come into play only when high rates 

of res·oU:rce utilization were achieved. Despite the·se blemishes 

of thought, Keynesian-type remedies worked reasonably well 

as long as they were applied in moderation. But their very 
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success led to overdoing. With caution thrown to the winds 

in the mid-sixties, a relentless inflation has since then engulfed 

our economy. As a result, fears or expectations of inflation 

have become a vital fact that must now be reckoned with. 

In this new economic environment, Keynesian-type 

remedies do not work as effectively as they once did. Many 

people have learned that larger governmental deficits and 

aggressive monetary ease are often forerunners of a new 

wave of inflation. Hence, when expectations of inflation 

mount, consumers are nowadays apt to save more rather 

than less, and such behavior obviously tends to offset the 

stimulating impulses that stem from a liberal fiscal policy. 

The like tends to be true of business behavior. Many, if not 

most, businessmen have learned that inflation inevitably confuses 

the calculation of costs, that in our present institutional setting 

it is generally destructive of profits, and that it sooner or later 

throws the economy out of balance. and thereby leads to recession. 

Thus our economy is no longer working as it once did, and this 

paramount fact is now better understood than it was five years 

ago or even one year. ago. 

... 
I 
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Nevertheless, mechanical Keynesianism still retains 

a strong grip on the thinking of many opinion makers in our 

country and abroad. Let the Federal Reserve, for example, 

move to restrain a burst of money growth -- as it has felt 

compelled to do during the past half year -- and such action 

triggers a torrent of protest. Much of the protest is predicated 

on the simple proposition that any rise of interest rates in the 

context of a less than fully employed economy jeopardizes con

tinuance of economic expansion. The consideration that unimpeded 

money growth -- if allowed to proceed under recent conditions -

would greatly heighten expectations of inflation has been virtually 

ignored by the critics. Yet with such a heightening of inflationary 

expectations~ .long-term: interest rates --which have become 

extremely sensitive to inflationary psychology -- would surely 

have moved upward, in contrast to their actual behavior in remaining 

essentially stable. I need hardly add before this audience that long

term interest rates are far more important to the proper functioning 

of our economy -- especially for homebuilding .and capital formation 

generally -- than are short-term: rates~ 
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The same attitudes that trigger protest whenever interest 

rates go up are also continuing to color thinking as to what con-

stitutes appropriate fiscal policy. Let there be, for instance, 

a show of hesitancy in the expansion of the economy and proposals 

immediately come forth in great number urging stimulative gov-

ernmental action. Only rarely is there any careful effort to 

tailor recommendations to identified specific weaknesses of 

economic performance. The overriding concern rather is with 

enlarging aggregate demand for goods and services by the quickest 

possible means. That, of course, was the genesis of last winter's 

50-dollar rebate scheme; and for a while at least, mechanical 
. . 

Keynesianism again inspired a good deal of thinking this autumn 

about how to keep economic recovery going next year. 

I submit that our country will not succeed in making 

much headway against the problems that our economyis 

burdened with until we shed such conventional thinking about 

stabilization policies.· Fortunately, I believe we are moving 

in that direction. I do not underestimate, however, the distance 

that yet needs to be travelled. 
; 

The way in which we as a Nation deal with the problem 

of investment inadequacy will tell us whether policy ·making is 
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in fact evolving constructively. As you in the audience know 

well, spending by American business on capital goods has been 

weak in this recovery relative to that in previous expansions. 

This weakness is all the more glaring when one takes into con

sideration the fact that a significant portion of capital spending 

is now devoted to governmentally mandated pollution-control 

and safety equipment that in no way enlarges industrial capacity. 

M~reover, recent business investment in capital goods has been 

disproportionately concentrated in relatively short-lived assets 

such as trucks, office equipment, and light machinery. Businesses 

have shown marked reluctance to- undertake major investment 

projects where payback cannot be expected for many years. 

This failure of investment to show greater vigor has cost our 

economy many hundreds of thousands of jobs. 

For a considerable while, the conventional explanation 

for the weak showing of investment activity was the low rate of 

utilization of industrial capacity. The counsel was not to fret, 

that capital investment will be re-energized as aggregate demand 

grows. However, as we moved up the scale of capacity utilization, 

. investment in major, long-lived investment projects has continued 

to be characterized by a good deal of caution. My own view --
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which I have spelled out on previous occasions is that 

businessmeni s hesitancy in initiating major investment projects 

is fundamentally grounded in a deep sense of uncertainty about 

how the economic environment is likely to evolve over the next 

few years. That uncertainty -- coupled with what has been a 

record.of poor profitability in recent years --is the real 

barrier, I believe, to more normal investment activity. 

To the extent that is true, indiscriminate Federal 

injections of purchasing power into the economy would do 

little to end business reluctance to invest in major projects. 

To achieve a substantial lift in capital formation, specific 

attention to the shortcomings of the business environment is 

needed -- particularly,. touncertaintyabout governmental 

policy concerning taxes, inflation, energy, and environmental 

controls. The need to reduce business taxes has become 

especially acute: first, in order to offset impending increases 

in social security and energy taxes; and s;econd, to neutralize 

the massive overpayment of income taxes that stems from 

applying standard accounting rules to our infl!ation-ridden 

economy. Fortunately, perception of all these needs has 

been growing. 
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I believe that President Carter fully appreciates the 

importance of substantially lessening the psychological and 

financial obstacles to business investm.ent. The like is true 

of many influential members of the Congress. I therefore 

expect that economic policy generally -- and both tax and 

energy policy specifically -- soon will take on a more con

structive character. Over the next several months, 1 anticipate 

that decisions in Washington will at last reduce uncertainty, 

improve the state of business confidence,. and encourage capital 

formation. Even now, there are some indications that invest

ment in heavy machinery and in industrial construction projects 

is beginning to revive, and this tendency is practically bound 

to be reinforced by the more constructive turn of economic 

policy that now appears to be emerging. 

The need for a stronger trend of business investment 

l.s important both for short-range and longer-term reasons. 

So far, the driving force of economic recovery has been supplied 

overwhelmingly by consumer spending and homebuilding. The 

outlook remains favorable for continued expansion in these 

activities, but it would not be at all surprising if further gains 

moderated. The consumer saving rate has become rather low 

and cannot reasonably be expected to drift downward; and the 

rate of housing starts has attained a level suggesting that 
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additional gains in the coming year are likely to be modest. 

Thus, if the rate of over-all economic growth is to be strong 

enough to reestablish a declining pattern in unemployment, it 

is vital that investment activity take on new vigor. 

And there are other compelling reasons for foster~g 

an environment favorable to capital formation. Historically, 

the enrichment of our labor force with a greater quantity and 

improved quality of capital goods has been a major source of 

productivity gains in our country and, consequently, of advances 

in "real" income per worker. One of the worrisome features 

of the lag in capital spending of recent years is that it has come 

at a time when growth in the labor force was accelerating. The 

combination of these trends has resulted in drastically slowing 

the secular updrift in the amount of :fixed capital available per 

worker. Whereas iii the 1950's and 1960's the ratio of capital 

stock to the work force increased by more than 2 per cent a 

year, it rose by only about 1 per cent in the early part of 

this decade and has actually slipped somewhat in the last tWo 

years. It should not be surprising that the slowing in the 

growth of capital investment has been accompanied by a slowing 

of productivity gains; output per manhour has risen a third less 
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rapidly over the last ten years than in the 1950's and early 

19601 s. By revitalizing the process of capital formation, 

productivity gains are likely to izn.prove again and thus help to 

reduce the cost pressures that keep driving prices upward. 

The izn.balance that has been developing between capital 

formation and labor force growth has one other troublesome 

implication that needs to be brought into sharp focus. At 

present, the issue of potential capacity shortages does not 

arouse much interest, since capacity margins generally are 

quite comfortable. But when one bears in mind the long lead 

tizn.es in bringing major capital projects to completion~ the 

emergence of a serious mismatch between industrial capacity 

and labor supply within the next several years is not difficult to 

visualize; that is to say, the prac:tical lizn.its of capacity utilization. 

could be reached before unemployment is reduced to an acceptable 

level. That may well occur if we do not. generate enough growth 

in industrial capacity to match the growth of our burgeoning 

labor force. In short, the case for substantially enlarged 

business spending on plant and equipment has become very 

powerful. Since this i:s corning to be increasingly understood 

and since fairly clear avenues for a governmental contribution 

to a better investment climate beckon. I am optimistic that the 

general economic outlook will indeed brighten. 
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I wish I could be equally sanguine that we will deal 

appropriately with the barriers that stand in the way of j.ob 

opportunities for so many of our citizens. To the extent, of 

course, that encouragement of capital formation helps to produce 

a more balanced and stronger expansion of the economy, em.ploy-

ment will be stimulated. But even with additional momentum 

imparted to the expansion, it is doubtful that the unemployment 

rate will drop over the next few years to a reading that would 

be commonly regarded as acc~ptable. The reason for skepticism 

is that a formidable array of structural factors is now impeding 

the smooth functioning of our labor markets -- much more so 

than was the case ten or twenty years ago .. 

The most prominent of these is the recent upsurge in 

the growth of the labor force -- a phenomenon dominated by . 

sharply increasing parti_cipation of adult women. I mentioned 

earlier the substantial in.crease in employment since the recession 

. trough of March 1975. · In fact, the growth of jobs since then --

totaling almost 7 million -- has been larger, in percentage as 

well as in absolute terms, than during the comparable phase of 

any of the economic expansions since World War II. Howevez:., 
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the increase in the labor force a.J.so has been exceptionally 

large in the course of this expansion -- amounting to more 

than 6 million persons. Consequently, the reduction in over

all unemployment has been quite limited. 

The greatly increased participation of women in the 

labor force that has developed in recent years marks a 

revolution in the role of women in our society. The pressure 

of inflation on household budgets has spurred many women to 

seek supplementary family income, but it is clear that funda

mental changes in social attitudes toward family life and careers 

for women have also played a large role. In March 1975, women 

of age 25 or over participating in the labor force constituted 

43 per cent of the adult female population. If this percentage 

had remained unchanged, the adult female labor force would now 

be lower by about 1.6 million. The large "extra" influx of 

female job seekers has, of course, taxed the absorptive capabilities 

of the labor market. So, too, have the large additions of young 

people seeking gainful employment -- a reflection of the high 

birth rates of the 1950's and also of the rising rate of participation 

by young people in the labor force. 
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Both yoUn.g people and adult women newly entering the 

labor market tend to have unemployment rates higher than 

average, in large part because they often lack relevant work 

experience. Their increasing role in the labor force has thus 

imparted a significant upward tilt to the over-all unemployment 

rate compared, say, with the situation twenty years ago. That 

upward tilt has been reinforced by a number of other develop-

mente. The liberalization of both unemployment insurance and 

welfare programs has clearly increased the potential for extended 

idleness. The very fact that we have become a more affluent 

people also has made it pos.sible for many individuals to be 

more selective in their search for work. 
'1 

Evidence has grown, 

too, that minimum-wage legislation has become an increasingly 

significant deterrent to the employment of young people. And 

the reporting of unemployment has been influenced to some 

degree by the fact that being unemployed is sometimes a 

requisite in establishing eligibility for welfare benefits. 

T.he combined effect of these and lesser structural 

influences cannot be gauged· precisely. There is, nevertheless, 

fairly common agreement among careful analysts that an un-

employment rate of something like 5 or 5-1/2 per cent would 
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now be the economic equivalent of a 4 per cent rate, say, two 

decades, ago. This does not mean that we need permanently 

reconcile ourselves to such a level of unemployment; but it 

should caution us, as we strive to bring the unemployment 

rate down, that we are likely to experience labor-market 

tautness and resulting inflationary stresses at a much higher 

level of joblessness than in the past. 

In time, of course, some part of the upward bias now 

affecting the unemployment rate should automatically lessen. 

Growth in the younger-a,ge component of the labor force can 

be expected to taper off in the next few years, reflecting the 

decline in birth rates that started in the 1960's. A lessened 

influx of young people into the job market should ease competition 

for youth-type jobs. And as the proportion of adult women with 

work experience increases, the incidence of unemployment 

among them should also gradually diminish. Such ameliorative 

tendencies, however, are likely to impinge slowly on the over-all 

unemployment rate, and particularly stubborn obstacles to lowering 

black joblessness could well persist. The rush of white adult females 

into the labor force appears to have been res,ponsible for some crowding 

out of less educated black workers, both male and female. And 
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still another kind of competition may now be affecting younger · 

black workers -- that stemming from the sizable decline in 

the college enrollment rate of white youths since the late 1960's. 

In view of the complex forces that have recently come 

into play in our job markets, an over-all unemployment rate 

well above that which used to be regarded as normal remains 

a prospect for a considerable time ahead --in the absence, 

that is, of effective countering strategies. A persistently 

high unemployment rate would, of course, entail great wastage 

of economic potential for the Nation, and --what is of greater 

consequence -- it would destroy all hope of a decent place in 

life for hundreds of thousands of citizens. The need to address 

the structural influences that overhan·g our labor markets has 

become especially urgent for young people and black workers. 

The jobless rate of about 40 per cent for black teenagers and oi 

more than 20 per cent for blacks between the ages of 20 and 

24 exp-ress a tragic failure. of o~r economic society. Pnless 

we deal with that phase of unem?loyment constructively. what

ever else. may be done by way of trying to arrest and r~vers~ 

urban deterioration is going to make little differ~n,·~. 

·. -~. 
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I have long argued, as some of you know,· that a major 

impediment to job opportunities for unskilled.workers is govern-

mental interference with wage determination. However well-

intentioned such action may be, our .government has inflicted 

grievogs injury· to disadvantaged members. of the labor force 

by mandating ever higher wage minima. An employer's decision 

to hire or not hire a particular individual depends critically on 

the relation between the wage .of the employee and his likely 

productivity. When government raises the cost of hiring 

workers, as has just been done under a new minimum-wage 

statute, no compensatin~ increase takes place in their pro-

ductivity; hence it becomes more difficult for ·some workers 

to retain their jobs and for others, particularly young people 

and other low-skill workers, to find jobs. 

Despite widespread infatuation with raising wage minima, 

the perversity of such legislation is gr~dually being recognized. 

It is noteworthy that a proposalfor a special sub-minimum youth 

wage lost by· only one vote this year in the House of Representatives. 

That is the closestwe have come to a sensible departurefrom 
. . 

our mistaken course. If this whole issue is not reopened in 

the next session of Congress, it would be desirable, at the very 
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least, to seek legislation for a pilot experiment with a youth 

diffe.rential in, say, a half dozen cj:ties with a view to demon-

strating actual consequences of a lower minimum wage for 

young people. At the same time, and for much the same 

reasons, I would urge attention to the harmful results, 

especially fo:r young people and blacks, of the wage floors 
I 

mandated by the Davis-Bacon Act and the Walsh-Healy Act, 

which deal respectively with Federally financed or assisted 

construction projects and with work performed on manufacturing 

and supply contracts of the. Federal Government. 

We need to understand that widespread access to jobs --

especially for young people -- is the surest way a society has 

of facilitating sound investment in hum.ail capital. Normally,· 

the time for learning skills is when one is young. To the 

extent that meaningful work experience is blocked for young 

people, they can hardly be expected to become useful, pro-

ductive citizens. Our legacy of missed training and of failure 

to acquire basic work habits will plague this country for literally. 

decades· ahead. The past cannot be undone,. but that is all the 
.I 

more reason to prevent further human wastage by. opening more 

channels to jobs that afford useful learning opportunities. 
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Public-service jobs that fail to teach transferable skills, as 

is often the case, merely dis.guise the problem. Sol too,· do 

income-maintenance welfare. programs. Again, I wish to avoid 

misunderstanding. I happen to favor public-service jobs that 

provide useful training, and I certainly do not oppose thoughtfully 

structured income-maintenance efforts for th~ rieedy. I do 

believe, however, that we must guard against social attitudes 

in which either course is seen -- in the case of young people 

especially -- as a tolerably acceptable alternative to entry 

into the mainstream of the job market. 

Governmentally mandated wage minima are by no means 

the only institutional obstacle to the assimilation of young people 

and minorities into the active work force. Sooner or later --

if only as an anti-inflationary step ~...._ we will have to come to 

grips with other artificial restrictions to employment opportunities 

that have developed in our country. ~particular, attention 

needs to be directed to governmentallicen·sing and certification 

requirements· that limit entry to various occupations. It is hard 

to see,for instance, economic or social justification for. the 

extremely high cost of becoming an owner-operator of a taxicab 

in thi.s and other cities. Nor is it easy to jus.tify the licensing 

requirements that complicate entry to trades that range from 

barbering to plumbing. Such licensing is at times merely a form 
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of disguised monopoly that makes it difficult for people, 

especially members of minorities, to ente.rfields that other.,. 

wise would accommodate many additional workers. 

The opening up of job opportunities for young people 

and minorities clearly needs to be reinforced by improved 

education in primary and secondary schools·.· Despite the 

rapid closing in recent years of the wide educational gap that 

used to exist between whites and blacks, educators generally 

agree that the quality of black education is still markedly 

inferior. Diplomas and credentials alone mean little. What 

is critical on graduation is what has been learned that is useful 

for job performance. Too often, tile knowledge acquired does 

not enable the graduate .to be of much value in labor markets. 

Too often, habits important to employers -- such as punctuality, 

a sense of responsibility, and personal neatness -- have not yet 

been acquired. All this·.is an extremely important aspect of our 

failure as a Nation to invest wisely in human capital. 

I lack the practical knowledge to comment at any length 

on the enorm:ous challenge of improving inner-city schools. 
\ .. i· 

But I do know that here and there schools of excellence exist 

within inner cities, thereby demonstrating -- among other things 
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that great financial cost is not a requisite condition for good 

schooling. It is promising that a good deal of scholarly 

examination of these schools is now under way, so that in 

-- time their procedures_ c~n be emul~ted els_ewhere. 

The approach I have suggested for dealing with youth 

and minority unemploymentinvolves proceeding on a number 

of different fronts. I am convinced that there simply is no 

grandiose scheme by which our economy's complex problems 

of structural unemployment are going to be solved. I realize 

it is tempting to think that very _rapid expansion of demand 

through monetary and fiscal stimuli would pull many of those 

who are now sidelined in idleness into the mainstream of the 

Nation's economic life. And, for a while, it is pas sible that 

an effect of that kind would occur in some measure. But 

experience of recent years should by now have driven home 

the truth that such policies cause inflationary pres;sures that 

are inimical-to sustained prosperity. Temporary benefits 

conferred on yormg people and minorities would only leave a 

legacy Of bitterness once the distortions of inflationary stress 

caus-ed the bubble of pros-perity to burst, as I have no doubt 

would again be the case. 
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I well realize that, despite my neglect of numerous 

problems, including the plight of many older citizens, I have 

ranged this morning over a wide terrain. I hope that in so 

doing I have not blurred my _central thesis~ That is simply 

that our Nation urgently needs to enlarge its investment in 

both physical and human capital: first, to solidify the ongoing 

recovery of production and employment; second, to put our 

economy on a track that will carry us to sustainable conditions 

of improved economic health in which all of our citizens will 

ha..;e a -deceri.f chance to share. 

Among other benefits, accelerated investment in 

physical and human capital will materially aid our economy 

in making headway against the scourge of inflation. The 

prospect of reducing the pressure of costs on selling prices 

will brighten as improvements in productivity strengthen. 

A vital key to that achievement is more and more modern 

capital equipment per worker together with a better trained 

work force. And the act of unblocking job avenues for workers, 

while politically difficult, will in time not only serve to reduce 
j 

unemployment; it will do so without relea·sing inflationary waves 

that are bound to follow from excessive fiscal or monetary ease. 
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In closing, I would like to make just one further point. 

You in this audience have tremendous capability -- through 

this Council, your companies, and as individuals -- to make 

a diffe.rence in the battle for a healthier economy. I well 

remember the impressive effort your industry made years 

ago to couf!,ter the insidious theory that a little inflation is a 

healthy thing. I know you are continuing your educational 

endeavors. But I would urge you to stretch your energies 

and to share even more fully with your policyholders -- a 

multitude almost coterminous with the public at large -- the 

special insights that you have accumulated into the economic 

and social damage caused by inflation and unemployment. 

Widespread understanding of economic problems has become 

crucial to the vitality of our democracy. Your industry has a 

proud record in improving economic knowledge, and I am 

confident you will continue to build on it. 

****:;'<*** 


